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OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKED

Herman's Hermits was on the immediate horizon.
He would see us on his return.
Although the travelling back and forth to gigs was
knackering, playing live was still brilliant. I got to
play the venue of my dreams, The Cavern in
Liverpool. It was on Boxing Day 1966, and we
were first on the bill because we were playing in
Warrington in the evening. When we started at
about 1 p.m., there was hardly any one there, and
it only looked about a quarter full when we left for
our next gig. It was a tad disappointing perhaps,
but at least I had the honour of playing on that
famous stage, just like my heroes did a couple of
years earlier.

(but it went a-begging).
(We’ve reached the penultimate episode of Murray
Robinson’s recollections of his rockin’ history).

A couple of months later, we were back at the
studios to record another Leck discovery, a
number allegedly written for us by David and
Jonathan, a song writing duo who had had a
couple of big hit records. The song, ‘Worshipping
The Ground You Walk On’, was a gentle pop tune
with a simple melody but again, it wasn't even
remotely close to a "soul" number. Leck was really
convinced about this song but announced that it
was not meant to be a hit, more a song to get us
noticed in the pop world. Non-stop gigging was
knocking the stuffing out of us at this time, but we
pulled out all the stops to show Leck we were with
him all the way with this number, and that we were
really up for this, our big chance. Then he made a
decision we couldn't come to terms with. He
decided to treat the exercise as if it was a
Herman's Hermits recording session; he hired
session musicians. The backing track was done in
two takes, the musicians departed, and this left us
with two and a half hours to add the vocals. About
half an hour later, we completed the song, leaving
Leck feeling pretty pleased with both himself and
the end result. We, on the other hand, felt as if it
was a "cheat" record because it was not 100% us.

I always enjoyed watching other bands (and still
do), scrutinising their lead guitarists, and I was
becoming aware of another trend in guitar playing
styles. Some Midlands players were using much
lighter gauge strings than I was and were playing
a more bluesy style. Cream, featuring Eric
Clapton, was by now inspiring the nation's
wannabe guitarists. The Silverstone Set was still
featuring its "Steve Cropper-like" guitar work, and
even though it was effective in "soul" music, even
that genre was now becoming dated. We played a
gig at the Northwich Memorial Hall where I was
completely in awe of a guitarist called Jimmy
Winston, fronting Winston's Fumbs. His claim to
fame was that he should have been one of the
Small Faces, but for some reason that was not to
be. It was also the first time that I noticed the soon
to be extremely popular Marshall 4 x 12 in.
speaker cabinet. The Vox AC 30 Twin was soon
to be eclipsed by Marshall. I thought the guy was
brilliant and felt like packing it in. I could never be
that good.
A short while later we
played
The
New
Century
Hall,
Manchester, supporting
an up and coming
band,
The
Jimi
Hendrix Experience.
That Saturday night, I
knew that the days of
bands
like
the
Silverstone Set were numbered. That guy put on a
show that was just so different to anything I had
ever seen before. His playing style was unique. I

David and Jonathan before they
heard the Silverstone Set

A couple of weeks later, he popped into one of our
rehearsals almost deflated. Although he
personally believed in this record, he had found
out that David and Jonathan had thought we had
"murdered" their song. Leck seemed pretty
damned frustrated by this setback and was
probably pleased that a tour of the U.S. with
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thought Jimmy Winston was good, but Jimi
Hendrix was just so different in his solos and his
use of feedback. I had seen film of The Who
using feedback, but that night we were given a
virtuoso performance in its use. Mitch Mitchell,
slight in build, was a colossus on drums, and the
bespectacled, almost Bamber Gascoigne-like
Noel Redding was their perfect foil on bass guitar.
That night I had been using my black Strat, and
Jimi mistakenly picked mine up before realising it
wasn't his. He didn't play it, but I was able to
proudly boast about the time when Jimi Hendrix
laid his hands on my guitar.

costs for when we would eventually go, but we
were still not being paid enough to turn pro. My
girlfriend would soon be going off to university and
our relationship was becoming unstable as a
result, and as all these problems started to mount
up, I began to feel that we were now never going
to make the "Big Time".
I'd had a good eighteen months with The
Silverstone Set but, with the tours collapsing, the
record "business" not being dealt with so
enthusiastically, little niggles started to become
bigger niggles. Tension amongst the band
members was also beginning to smoulder. Ted
and Andy were still highly ambitious; Roy and Ian
were now in danger of losing their day jobs; Clive
had already had enough and left, to be replaced
by Richie who also sensed that something wasn't
quite right but was willing to take his chance; Tony
was more in tune with Andy and Ted because he
had a crap day job and was still hoping to turn pro,
while I thought about my peers going off to
university and would it be too late for me?

Before the gig, The Experience made a minispectacular entrance into The New Century Hall.
As I was wandering back from the stage to our
dressing room, I could hear loud bangings coming
from the direction of the glass doors at the rear of
the building. I went round to the back and saw
three scruffs trying to get in. One of them was
telling me to “open this fucking door". There was
no way I was going to let these Herberts in (at the
time I didn't know they were the band), so I hotfooted it and got a Giant Haystacks look-alike
bouncer. He wouldn't let them in either
until they convinced him they were the
band. He opened the door and as
Mitchell made for me, threatening to sort
me out for keeping them waiting,
"Haystacks" informed him that if he
made a move for me, then he, Mitchell,
might not be in a fit physical state to play
anything for a few weeks.



Other notable guitarists I admired the
skills of were Justin Hayward, Mick
Green and Dave Edmonds. Justin
Hayward was playing for a band which I
think was called Fleur De Lys, just prior
to his joining The Moody Blues. Mick
Green was playing lead guitar for Billy J
Kramer and the Dakotas, still using his
white, (or was it blonde?), Fender
Telecaster, (shades of The Pirates).
Then there was Dave Edmonds, a
couple of years before his Love
Sculpture period, playing in a group
which was advertised on the poster as
"Dave the Guitar, Nick the Still, and Rob
the Drum". Their singer that night was
Andy Fairweather-Low. Andy was
responsible for The Silverstone Set
playing in Cardiff that night, making us
feel really welcome.
During this period, we were allegedly
receiving offers to play abroad.
Germany, Norway and even The
Bahamas were quoted and, one by one,
they kept on getting deferred. Mr. And
Mrs.
Yeadon
continued
to
put
considerable sums of money into The
Silverstone Set’s account to cover our
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U.S.) with such ferocity that it shook the entire
building.
I have made many trips to Amsterdam over the
years, the first being way back in the sixties, a
teenage Woody experiencing his first ever journey
away from British soil, let loose from the parental
home to run amok amongst this liberally
permissive but claustrophobic city. Then as now,
whatever your pleasure, or indeed your vice, could
be found with little effort. Except, that is, for good
restaurants. So, okay, you don’t go to Amsterdam
to eat, well, not food anyway. Tonight folks, was
certainly no exception; the Polynesian restaurant
we visited must rate pretty high on the Top Twenty
of the worst meals of a lifetime, which was so
lacking both in quantity and quality it would find
me waking endless times during the night with
hunger pains.

MAN RAY
SAYS: HOLD
THE THIRD
PAGE!
Blues Estaffete
th

Utrecht, Holland, Saturday November 16 .
Time again for Europe’s oldest and still best blues
festival, only this year we decided to make a minith
break out of it. Thursday the 14 found yours truly
heading out of London’s Waterloo International on
the Eurostar to Brussels, changing trains at the
Belgian capital for the final leg of the journey
through to Amsterdam. I booked into the Prins
Hendrik hotel, where the jazz legend Chet Baker
spent his last hours before falling
from the balcony of room 21,
headfirst
into
the
busy
thoroughfare below.

Once we had been relieved of our Euros, we hit
the streets, the narrow alleyways
of this city’s notorious fleshpots,
where raunchy, scantily clad
young ladies paraded their wares
in window displays. The 'Tales
From The Woods' contributors
being happily married men of
course kept their eyes away from
such temptation. Me? Well, how
could I be tempted, wearing a sweater handknitted by the wife of a Calvanist preacher?

Time for just a quick shower
before keeping my appointment
in the bar to meet up with 'Tales
From The Woods' contributors
John ‘Soulboy’ Joliffe, Mr Jazz Junction (Dave
Carroll), Hall of Fame creator Ken Major and the
legendary Mr Angry himself, John Howard, who
had driven the considerable mileage from London
(bet his carpets were wet – H). Glancing at my
watch I just had time to roll a quick joint… oops,
sorry, I mean cigarette (only joking Harry) when
the thunderous sound of fists being pummelled
upon my door made me jump out of my skin and
spill the tobacco onto the floor.

Craig Horton
Craig Horton – lead guitar/vocals
Stephen John Gannon – second lead/vocals
Richard Heningham – piano
Michael McCurdy – bass
Scott Silveira – drums
Craig Horton had the daunting task of warming up
the main hall in the 15:00 starting slot. Dressed to
kill in a smart three-piece grey suit, he certainly
looked the way you would expect a modern-ish
bluesman to look, a tight professional outfit behind
him, confident from the word go, with a track from
his most recent CD ‘Watch Yourself Baby’. It was
hard to pinpoint an actual style but, taking a stab
in the dark, I would suggest echoes of Little
Milton, the Kings, Albert and Freddy in his
influences. Like I said, modern-ish, without funk,
very much a keeper of the flame.

I meekly opened the door to find Mr Angry, his
brow furrowed with rage. “It’s two seconds past
eight Woody!” We all wish to eat. We are…” he
stopped in mid-sentence. He lowered his eyes,
seemingly transfixed by my newly acquired
mustard coloured crew neck heavy wool sweater.
“What on Earth are you wearing?” His facial
features appeared to be contorted with disgust,
“It’s awful, appalling!”
“But J..J..John,” I stammered, “this jumper was
hand-knitted for me by the wife of a Calvanist
preacher during my recent trip to the Outer
Hebrides. Surely being critical of it could lead to
an eternity spent in damnation?” before adding,
with a nervous smile, “Why, the poor woman
almost went blind spending several long days and
nights knitting it.”
“Really Woody, are you sure she wasn’t already
blind? Anyway, with or without your appalling
sweater we expect you to join us in the reception
area in one minute!” John expostulated before
storming off, slamming the gate of the bird cage
lift (or elevator for the benefit of our readers in the

With the hall filling rapidly he surprised us next
with the familiar intro of Chuck Berry’s ‘Little
Queenie’, which indeed rocked nicely, followed by
a tribute to the mighty Wolf with ‘I Am A Howlin’
Wolf’. For the remainder of his set, he kept to his
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own material, in my opinion all the better for it,
which included a very rockin’ ‘Baby I’m Still In
Love With You’ and the far more leisurely ‘I’m
Leavin’ You Baby’ and ‘Try me Baby’. Craig,
without doubt, in the days of Beggsy running the
blues nights at London’s 100 club, would have
gone down extremely well, guaranteed return
visits and gained loyal support. Until the British
blues scene gets its act together you’re certainly
not going to witness Craig and others like him
outside of his homeland or the occasional trip to
the European blues festival, which is a great pity
as Craig is the sort of act the scene needs to
breathe new life into it.

Little Joe reluctantly gave up centre stage to allow
the band to run through a couple of instrumentals,
the first of which they introduced as ‘Texas Scat
Shuffle’. The second kicked off with the over
familiar
‘Honky
Tonk’
before
absorbing
‘Hucklebuck’ and ‘Caravan’, finally returning to
‘Honky Tonk’. For me at least, the momentum
was being lost and I was relieved to see the arrival
of the second special guest, Major Lee Burkes, a
dapper, elegant gent in a pin-stripe, knee-length
jacket and matching slacks. He had a soulful
voice and polished delivery but also, alas,
predictable material. ‘Down The Road I Go’, ‘Look
Over Yonder Wall’, ‘Stormy Monday Blues’, ‘Dust
My Broom’, only his final number being blessed
with originality ‘Your Love Is So Hot It’s Warming
Up My Neighbourhood’. I have no idea if it is a
Major Lee Burkes original or not but it was
excellent, which made the previous set-list all a bit
pointless.

San Antonio’s West Side Horns
(with special guests)
Al Gomez – trumpet
Louis Bustos – saxophone
Spot Barnett – saxophone
Rocky Morales – saxophone
Johnny Moeller – guitar
Jack Barber – bass
Sauce Gonzalez – organ
Jason Moeller – drums

Little Aaron
Little Aaron – vocals
Charles Hunt – guitar
James Vincent – keyboards
Eugene Johnson – bass
David Tims – drums

Second visit to Utrecht for the San Antonio West
Side Horns, the last time of course a few years
back, behind their sadly missed boss, the late,
great Doug Sahm. The first of their two special
guests, Little Joe Washington, was already with
them as they hit the bandstand. A short, small
framed man, long grey dreadlocks accentuating
his craggy features, sporting a near psychedelic
kaftan, looking like a cross between Catweazle
and Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry. Well, he may look frail
and ancient but he had energy aplenty, running
across the stage whilst treating us to some pretty
tasty licks on his axe during the warm up opener
‘So Fine’.

The great thing about Utrecht is discovering
names that are just a name you have heard in the
past but know literally nothing about or that you
have never heard of at all, often local bluesmen
who rarely work outside their native areas of the
United States. No doubt Little Aaron is a case in
question. Born and raised in Pine Bluff, Arkansas,
by all accounts he spent much of his adult life in
and around St Louis. A fit and healthy looking 72year old with an expressive blues soaked voice,
he is a rarity in as much that, as a singer (at least
on stage), he played neither guitar or gob-iron. I
didn’t catch all of his act, as by now I was in need
of food and alcoholic refreshment, so by the time I
had made my way upstairs to the small hall he
was well into his show, belting out ‘Tore Up’ as I
found a spot to myself amongst an enthusiastic
crowd who were obviously warming to him big
time. A splendid take on ‘Reap Just What You
Sow’ followed by his own ‘Last Night The Best
Memory I Ever Had’. Oh yes, I did like this, soulful,
blues-drenched vocals, me impressed. If I am
ever around St Louis I would love to see this guy
working his home turf.

But why is Little Joe shoeless? Surely a man who
has been in the business as long as he, even
playing the blues, can afford a pair of shoes?
Well, it soon became apparent during the next
number, a workout on ‘Wolf At Your Door’, when
he stood on his guitar and played it with his toes
before putting it in places even Jimi Hendrix would
never have dreamed of placing it, literally to allow
his arse to take the spotlight, swinging it around to
his front when it was time for his penis to have the
blues! What the hell is he doing now? It’s on top of
his head; dreadlocks take a bow, before the more
conventional position on the tip of his tongue.

Warren Storm
(featuring Lazy Lester)
Warren Storm – drums/vocals
Rocking Billy – guitar
Studebaker John – harmonica/guitar
Nick Lloyd – string bass
Lazy Lester – vocals/harmonica
I missed Lazy Lester’s opening set in the small
hall as it clashed with the late Doug Sahm’s band,
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the San Antonio West Side Horns, in the main
hall, a decision not taken lightly. The 'Tales From
The Woods' editorial board makes no secret of its
regard for the legendary Louisiana bluesman but
Lester, of course, is here every year; Utrecht
would not be Utrecht without dear old Lester.
Anyway, he would be making a guest appearance,
sharing the stage with another Louisiana legend,
Rock'n'Roll and swamp-pop drummer/singer
Warren Storm.

Pioneers who would be hitting the small hall at
19:00
hours.
Well
folks,
what
better
recommendation can you get? Instant decision on
my part to forfeit Jody Williams in the main hall for
these guys who were making waves on the
Fortune and Chess labels from the immediate
post-war years through to the mid-Fifties.
Obviously, Dickie must have passed on the good
news as, by the time I squeezed into the small
hall, it was heaving. Sadly, the set partly
overlapped with Warren and Lester downstairs so
Kenny Martin was already into the final number of
his short set, ‘Sweeter Than Honey’. Good sound,
voice totally intact, showing little sign of his
advancing years, as was a very dapper looking
Stanley Mitchell who was up next, striding into
‘Makin’ Up For Lost Time’. There’s little doubt that
these rhythm’n’blues/jump blues band singers
sound as good now as they did all those long
years ago. From a purely personal point of view,
Stanley was the one who did it for me.

Snazzily dressed, Warren took centre stage
behind his drum kit, getting down to business
straight away with ‘Sugar Bee’. The sound was
pretty good; I had noticed that the sound this year
was indeed patchy, something we do not expect
at Europe’s premier blues festival. Warren has a
new CD on the market, which he described as a
blues CD, entitled ‘Dust My Blues’. From it we had
a helping of the title track along with ‘Honey
Hush’. Blues? Well, not really Warren. ‘Honey
Hush’ owes far more to the Burnette brothers’
version than to Big Joe Turner. No complaints
from me, I love the blues and Rock'n'Roll in equal
measure but others might see things differently.

A little chatter ushered in the next tune, which he
recorded for Chess back in ’56, ‘Hurry Home
Baby’. The man has a new CD out, great to see
there aware at least some record companies
putting their faith in these veterans, maybe gaining
a few new converts along the way. ‘Reconsider
You’ had a contemporary feel but was very much
old R&B; I’ll definitely be checking this one out. All
too soon his brief set came to an end with a
workout on the great Jackie Wilson’s ‘Higher And
Higher’, along with some very energetic stage
movements. Not bad for a guy that will probably
not see 75 again.

Lazy Lester joined the stage playing harmonica
behind Warren’s vocals on his most famous song,
indeed his signature, ‘The Prisoner Song’, Lester
surprisingly going off-key a couple of times. This
was followed up with Lester taking vocals on his
own ‘Rainin’ In My Heart’, as brilliant as ever,
running through ‘Jump Down Easy’, ‘Bring It On
Home To Me’ and a rollicking ‘The Blues Keep
Knockin’ On My Door’. Lester left the stage to
allow Warren to finish his set with ‘Raised In
Texas’ and ‘Don’t Need No Cadillac’ leaving the
hall more than satisfied. Next.

The Motor City Rhythm’n’Blues
Pioneers with RJ’s Rhythm
Rockers
Stanley Mitchell – vocals
Kenny Martin – vocals
Joe Weaver – vocals
Paul Carry – guitar
Joe Piccolo – saxophone
Shawn McDonald – piano
Tim Marks – bass
R J Spangler – drums

Next up was Joe Weaver who recorded for the
Fortune label. Again the performance belied his
years. How do they do it? Running through, in
quick succession, without fuss ‘Baby Come Home
Today’; ‘Look Up Pretty Baby’, ‘Sugar Love Baby’,
but it was the next one that did it for me, ‘I Was
There When You Needed Me’; what a steaming
pit of soul-drenched R&B vocalising, wrapping it
up with what I guess must be quite a biggie for
him ‘Do It’. For an encore the three old timers

During the course of the afternoon, whilst
wandering between the two halls, I encountered
'Tales From The Woods' very own Blues Boy
(a.k.a. Dickie Tapp) who stated that for him, the
big event would be The Motor City Rhythm’n’Blues
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came out for a take on the Falcons’ ‘I Found A
Love’. This had me whoopin’ and hollerin’ like a
loony tune. The packed hall loved them and they
encored a second time with ‘Motor City Man’. If
you think, whilst reading this, that I was now on a
high, damn right I was.

rocked out their set, complete with some very high
energy stage movements on ‘Money Honey’ and
‘Tore Up’, before being called back for an acapella
encore of ‘White Cliffs Of Dover’, which was
stunning. 'Tales From The Woods' very own
Hardrock Bunter (a.k.a. Brian Clark) you would
have loved it. You’ll be there next year, Brian, I
know.

The Counts
Chester Brown – vocals
Robert Wesley – vocals
Robert Penick – vocals
James Lee – vocals
Junior Kreher – guitar
Rocking Billy – guitar
Bryce Anderson – saxophone
Nick Lloyd – stand-up bass
Warren Storm – drums

Jimmy Church with Fred James
and his Nashville Crew
Fred James – guitar
Raymond Russell – trumpet
Dennis Taylor –saxophone
Billy Earheart – organ
Jeff Davis – bass
Andy Arrow – drums
Mary Ann Brandon – backing vocals

I was certainly eager for this one. I made a dash
from the small hall downstairs to the main hall,
grabbed a beer en route, in through the side
entrance and manoeuvred my way to the stage
front. The Counts were into their first number,
‘Sometimes I Cry’ and it didn’t take too long to
realise something was seriously wrong. Those
wonderful vocals were far too low in the mix.
C’mon Utrecht, get your act together, this is not
what we expect from you. A very energetic
sounding ‘Hot Tomalies’ – this is great stuff but it’s
being ruined by bad sound. I am getting annoyed!

The buzz was certainly out for one-time Sound
Stage 7 soul man Jimmy Church. The mere
mention of his name caused 'Tales From The
Woods' very own Soulboy to fall down on his
knees and howl at the moon. If that is not
recommendation enough, 'Tales From The
Woods' contributor Blues Boy Junior (a.k.a.
Cardew Carruthers) had been flown in exclusively
from New York on Cilla Huggins’ expense account
to review the gig for Juke Blues magazine (Cilla,
come April or May I shall be flying out to New
Orleans for the Jazz Fest so, if I write a review,
will you pick up the tab?)

A few quick photos and I am off in search of a
spot where the balance is more agreeable. A few
dozen rows back it sounds marginally better. It
improves on ‘Bad, Bad Whiskey’ – at least the
soundman is trying but the band are still too loud.
Warren Storm is a great Rock'n'Roll drummer but
is he right for working behind a doo-wop group?
Methinks not. He is far too heavy handed; in my
opinion he is dominating the entire stage. It’s
easier to pick out the lovely harmonies on ‘She
Won’t Say Yes’.

Resplendent in red suit, oozing confidence and
stage craft, moving like an old soul man should,
backed to perfection by the Fred James Crew, it
was quite obvious from the opening bars of ‘The
Hurt Hold On Me’ that it don’t get much better than
this. Tonsils dripping sweet soul on ‘Those Good
Times’, revisiting his Sound Stage 7 days with his
next five numbers ‘Make My Life Worth Living’
(1966), ‘Right On Time’ (1964), ‘Palm Of Your
Hands’ (1967), ‘You Can Make Me Do It’ (1967),
‘The Shadow Of Another Man’s Love’ (1968).
Jimmy certainly made life much easier for this
reviewer by not only announcing the titles of his
songs but also telling us when he recorded them.
Naturally, before you get to read this, I shall be
checking it all out with Soulboy to make sure I get
it right.

A little chat from Chester Brown who, with great
pride, treats us to a little history of the Counts with
whom he has sung lead for a little over an
amazing 48 years. On ‘Baby Don’t You Know’, the
sound balance is now about right and, I’m happy
to say, remained that way. Warren Storm left the
stage, presumably to take a leak and was
replaced by Jody Williams’ drummer Willie Hayes
on both ‘Secret Love’ and ‘Didn’t Have To Do It’,
which was far more restrained and all the better
for it. I for one was sorry to see him give the sticks
back to Warren for ‘Please Be Mine’. The Counts

Around this time Jimmy ran off stage, leaving Fred
and his band to jam a riff. Within a minute, he is
back on stage, a big grin on his face, now dressed
in a white suit; this has to be the quickest costume
change I have ever seen in my life. Without
6

Keith? – H) reminiscing about the old, long-gone
Cat’o’Nine Tails bar in Rotterdam where kinky sex
was on tap as freely as the beer. ‘Open House At
My House’ was pretty good though, finally
injecting a little passion. ‘Keep On Lovin’ you’ was
greeted with joy by certain sections of his
audience so he’s got his admirers. Must be a
shortcoming on my part.

missing a beat, straight into
‘Soul Shack’, finally bringing
his par excellence show to a
climax with ‘Land Of A
Thousand Dances’, where
the energy needles pretty
much hit a sixties soul high.
The packed hall was truly on
his side and, after several
minutes of appreciative
applause, whistling and foot
stomping, the man was
brought back for a well-deserved encore of ‘It’s All
Right’. I must confess that I knew little about
Jimmy Church beforehand but I was now a total
convert. The soul man had put me on a high that
would take hours to dissipate.

Arthur Adams
Arthur Adams – guitar/vocals
Eric Hackett – keyboards
Lou Castro – vocals
Alvino Bennett – drums
Red suits are all the rage at this year’s Utrecht.
The third red clad man of the festival blew onto
the stage like a hurricane, machine-gunning his
audience with his guitar. After Jimmy ‘Preacher’
Ellis had lulled us into a state of semiconsciousness, Arthur is gonna blow us away with
his loud, brash neo-metal blues. Adams has
played Utrecht before and it’s no surprise that he’s
been invited back to keep the punters boozing and
rocking in the 02:00 time slot. This rotund bald
headed man certainly knows his audience and
how to please them, running across the stage left
to right and vice versa, bending over the footlights
to be amongst his admirers, the full Axe Hero bit.
‘Stand Up’, ‘Baby Let Me Take You Home’ and ‘I’m
Leaving It Up To You’ – all pretty much high
energy stuff that refused to let up. Some great
rockin’ keyboards from Eric Hackett on ‘Makin’
Love’, which had me bopping on my tired little
feet, despite spending the past near twelve hours
standing on them. Arthur slowed the pace for a
while before hitting the evergreen crowd pleaser
with ‘Mojo Working’, then ending his set virtually in
the same manner as it had begun well over an
hour earlier with ‘Shake My Tree’.

Jimmy ‘Preacher’ Ellis
Jimmy ‘Preacher’ Ellis – guitar/vocals/harmonica
Rex McDaniel – guitar
Lucky Peterson – keyboards
Kevin Duverney – bass
Jerome London – drums
This 67-year-old blues guitarist/singer originated
from Foreman, Arkansas. He migrated north in
the Fifties and much of his early career was spent
in gospel groups, hence the ‘Preacher’ moniker.
For someone who spent so many years on the
gospel circuit, he was indeed surprisingly
unanimated. He looked good though, in bright red
suit and shoulder length jet-black curly hair. He
obviously had quite a following too as the main
hall was near capacity despite the 00:45 slot;
equally a number were familiar with his back
catalogue. Having been pounced on by admirers
during the day with requests for songs he had lost
touch with, his first two numbers ‘Shame, Shame
On You’ (not related to either Jimmy Reed or
Shirley Ellis) and ‘Pray For The Day I Come
Home’ were both read from a lyric sheet at his
feet.

So ends another Utrecht. We all came away well
satisfied – in my opinion, as good as any previous
years, despite the aforementioned sound
problems. With so much going on at the same
time I made my choices and stuck to them for the
benefit of as rounded reviews as possible. The
soul fans amongst us raved over Sharrie Williams,
the general consensus of opinion being that she
was like a young Etta James. Mixed reports on
soul man Larry LaDon. I reluctantly had to miss
Jody Williams for the Motor City Rhythm’n’Blues
Pioneers. If anyone out there in 'Tales From The
Woods' land can report back on William
‘Westside’ Williams, Ross & Hunt and the Ground
Floor Band and the previously mentioned Jody
Williams I will be more than happy to publish your
views (see Ken Major’s views on Rudy Ray
Moore). Here’s to the next time.

I thought maybe that once he dispensed with the
lyric sheet he might just loosen up a bit. Wrong!
Working his way through ‘Let Me Make It Up To
You’ and ‘Dirty Working Going On’ for me at least
it was all sounding rather pedestrian. Pity really.
Competent guitarist, suitably bluesy voice. I soon
found my mind wandering (fairly common feeling

Keith Woods
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of the roses out of Rudy's hands and hurled them
into the front row before storming back to the
band to catch his hands, without missing a beat,
most amazing. At that point everything went
downhill. Rudy then decided to sit down, croaked
a few words and encouraged various
instrumentalists/vocalists to take over whilst he
had a well deserved rest. Rocking Billy stormed
into a slide guitar rockin' blues and, after what
appeared to be 40 minutes, Rudy decided the
audience was warming too well to Billy and
demanded he finish, Billy thus whipped the lead
out of the amp and strutted off the stage with the
band venturing into the next number without any
acknowledgment whatsoever given to the talented
white boy.

Rudy Ray Moore at Utrecht
as seen by Ken Major
What a gunnysack load of ostrich manure this
was. To think someone pressed some of my hard
earned wages into the palm of his hand, Rudy
must have waddled off laughing all the way to his
tailors. Nowadays we rarely get a glitzy showbiz
entrance, never in rockabilly but occasionally we
do in R&B and that night we did. When Rudy
hobbled on stage shrouded in a black ‘n' white
zebra skin cloak clasped over a dazzling white
suit, looking like an animated zebra crossing, plus
a wide brimmed hat/kerchief which matched his
cloak, it was obvious we were due for a somewhat
eccentric performance. I noted that Woodsie
reflected somewhat grey in comparison.

Rudy, at various undetermined points, uttered a
few more grunts, then totally confused the band
by croaking instead of grunting. He then
demanded a battle of the axes to the bemused
white guitarists, but with much amusement to the
drummer, Earl Howell, who was cracking up with
glee. I decided this was a wind-up, much
proverbial urine had been taken, and vamoosed in
the direction of the record stalls looking for the
guy that was selling great 78s the last time I
attended Utrecht. Unfortunately he was not there,
just a couple of dealers selling plastic CDs of
boring mechanical pedestrian modern blues for
the most part.

Clutching a bejewelled cane in one hand, with a
minder at his elbow, Rudy began to hand out
individually wrapped roses to the shocked but
amused audience. The roses had to be different
of course, in that that they were battery operated
and glowed in the dark. Whilst the band cranked
out one opening riff after another I had the feeling
those roses were multiplying not diminishing, I
began to think that maybe Rudy is not a singer but
a magician, perhaps the offspring of some horrible
zoological experiment. During the horticultural
treat Rudy waved his cane at the minder, and the
minder suddenly turned into the bandleader
before our very eyes. With his hands waving
frantically at the band, Mr. Minder turned round
180 degrees and grimaced at Rudy to get on with
it. His patience now snapping, he whipped the rest

Anyway, this grumble is about the no talent waste
of space we were supposed to appreciate and pay
homage to, because of some obscure musical
heritage and legacy. Of course we have seen
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some utter rubbish over the years and, to help
reduce further embarrassments and consequently
lower the cost of future gigs, I offer to audition
further obscurities prior to importation as long as
all expenses are paid up front.

in action at a lounge where she had been
performing for some considerable time, close to
Hollywood Boulevard. On the evening I attended
along with 'Tales From The Woods' Hall of Fame
creator Ken Major and the late Lynne Peters it
was a full house, standing room only. This
certainly did not bother us we were not there to
eat - you can eat anywhere, anytime but there are
not going to be too many places or indeed
opportunities to catch this grand lady who cut her
first tracks way back in 1945. Small, petite,
stylishly turned out in a black evening gown,
sprightly, with an ever present mischievous grin
upon her face, accompanying herself on piano
with just a gent on acoustic bass, she sang and
played her heart out, several times leaving her
piano to wander the centre aisle to serenade the
diners.

And another grumble, why don't we get modern
photos of artists on Weekender programmes?
And why do we have to carry IDs at Rhythm Riot
and wrist-bands at Hemsby (I do have the answer
to that). And why do Sunday nights at
Weekenders end with the best acts at stupid
times on a working morning? And why don't we
get real Press sessions anymore in our hotel at
Hemsby? I thought that was the whole point of
staying in the hotel rather than at the camp which
is far cheaper. And more importantly what
happened to the press reception at Camber? If it
is about expense I don't mind bringing a flask and
biscuits to the Press session, I'm getting fed up
queuing for autographs and having to fight my
way to the stage-front for the next artist.

During a break in her set we joined her table and
she was more than happy to sit and chat, signing
autographs for this group of esoteric music fans
from England. It must be said that she indeed
took a shine to me because, during her second
set, she dedicated one of her most famous
numbers to me, ‘Need A Little Sugar In My Bowl’,
changing the lyrics around to “Keith is the sugar in
my tea” while all the time looking me straight in
the eye as she sang, much to the bemusement of
her stand-up bass player. I even managed to read
his lips as this tall, elegant man mouthed the
words “Hadda, behave yourself, he is just a baby”
(well it was quite dark in there and besides,
compared to this octogenarian, I was). Naturally I
loved the attention as many of you who know me
will appreciate that I take to flattery like a duck to
water.

I have no complaint about the Rhythm Riot
"luxury" chalets, but where was the video machine
this year? Not often the Bunter moans, but for two
minutes he sounded like Charles Dale's wallet
opening up. Also, who swapped my bottle of
cough mixture for Pontin's washing up liquid? I
foamed all the way back to Enfield.
Great to see a large crowd at the great Rhythm
Riot this year but I fear that some of our delightful
female companions won't be back for the next
crush! And lastly, I thought the Sunday boot sales
did not include dealers, how much do the clothing
dealers pay for their pitches? I saw a few white
vans show up at the camp early Sunday morning,
and vanish out of the gates smartly afterwards. Ok
folks, that's my 5 minutes worth, over to.....
Mr. Grumble
Quote of the week: (me after listening to the Suzi
Q great show Dec 7th)
Q: What is the difference between the Suzi Quatro
weekly Rock’n’Roll show and the Mark Lamarr
weekly Rock’n’Roll show?
A: - Suzi plays a lot of platters I wished I had
heard and bought first time around. - Mark plays a
load of platters I thankfully avoided purchasing
second time around. Both essential listening of
course.







During the course of her sets, she pleased us with
some boogie woogie and rhythm’n’blues tunes,
much
of
course
included her romantic
after hours ballads
which ran parallel
throughout her long
career. I was indeed
saddened to receive
the fax from Waxo
Wilkinson back on
th
November 4
last
year
relaying
the
news
of
Hadda’s
passing - the memory
of
that
wonderful
evening will stay with
me forever.



'Tales From The Woods' raises a glass and says
farewell to rhythm’n’blues singer and boogie
woogie pianist Hadda Brooks who died on
st
November 21 2002, aged 86 in Los Angeles,
California.

Hadda Brooks was born Hadda Hopwood in
th
Boyce Heights, Los Angeles on 29 October
1916. Her mother was a doctor, her father a
deputy sheriff. Even at the age of four she had
taken an interest in the piano in the family home
and was already pestering her parents for
professional piano lessons. By all accounts, the

A few years back, while on a Stateside trip that
included a trip to the city of Los Angeles in its
itinerary, high on our list of priority must-dos was
to catch the boogie woogie queen Hadda Brooks
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tiny Hadda was told she could have them once
her hands were able to span an octave which led
her, in the weeks ahead, to sit at the keyboard,
stretching her hands until they could encompass
eight keys.

As the sixties took hold, Hadda spent a number of
years performing in Europe, making a home for a
while in Rome before moving to Paris where she
became a regular feature in the city’s jazz night
spots along the Boulevard St Germain, then
further years spent in both Australia and Hawaii
before returning to Los Angeles in 1971 to retire.
Come 1986 she was coaxed out of retirement for
a series of engagements at Periono’s Restaurant
in her native city where the reviews were ecstatic.
In 1995 she was a huge success at Johnny
Depp’s Viper Room on Sunset Strip which led to
an appearance in the movie ‘The Crossing Guard’
starring Anjelica Huston and Jack Nicholson (who
became a close friend) in which she sang
‘Anytime, Anyplace, Anywhere’. This became the
title of an album and she followed it up with
another album, ‘Time Was When’ on Virgin. The
late great Charles Brown left his hospital bed one
last time to record a duet with her on ‘Stairway To
The Stars’. Hadda was still performing several
times a week right up to a short time prior to her
death.

For two decades she played classical piano
gaining several scholarships. Willie Covan, a tap
dance tutor owned a studio and it was here that
Hadda found work as a rehearsal pianist and soon
found herself in the company of stars such as
Gene Kelly, Fred Astaire and Shirley Temple.
Come 1941 she married one of the Broadway
Clowns, basketball star Earl ‘Shug’ Morrison. She
was widowed a year later when he died suddenly
of pneumonia. One day she was shopping for
sheet music and trying out a piece in several
different styles when she was overheard by a
jukebox repairman, Jules Bihari, who asked if she
could play a boogie, which she did willingly. Soon
Bihari had invested $800 in a recording and, as a
result, his label Modern Records was created to
sell it. The recording in question, the boogie
woogie instrumental ‘Swing The Boogie’, was
released during 1945 under the name of Hadda
Brooks.

Keith Woods


Despite possessing an alluring, sultry voice she
did not consider herself a singer but during the
final weeks of 1946, whilst performing with the
Charlie Barnet Band, the audience demanded an
encore. Hadda caved in to Barnet’s insistence to
deliver a song and performed ‘You Won’t Let Me
Go’ which had the punters on their feet. Bihari
rushed her into the studio to record it and from
then on all her subsequent recordings had a
boogie on one side and a vocal on the other.
‘That’s My Desire’, ‘Trust In Me’, ‘Romance In The
Dark’ all proved to be popular and extremely
strong sellers in the R&B market. Around the
same period Modern Records launched the
careers of Etta James, John Lee Hooker, Charles
Brown and many others as well as providing a first
outlet for now legendary songwriters Jerry Leiber
and Mike Stoller.







Joe Strummer – Spokesman For A Generation
Joe Strummer, front man for the Clash (born John
st
Graham Mellor, Ankara, Turkey, 21 August
1952) died of a suspected heart attack at his
nd
home in Broomfield, Somerset on 22 December
2002.
I’d just got back from work,
fed the cats and put away
the groceries. I made
myself a drink and put on
the T.V. for the early
evening news. This was
how I heard of the demise
of Joe Strummer. Quite
unexpectedly I felt a great
sense of loss, as if I had
lost a little piece of my life.

Soon Hadda was appearing
on television on a near regular
basis as well as cameo
appearances in movies ‘The
Bad And The Beautiful’ and
‘Out Of The Blue’. She sang ‘I
Hadn’t Anyone Till You’ to
Humphrey Bogart in the
Nicholas Ray directed ‘In A
Lonely Place’. Eventually she
left Modern Records believing the company was
not making her the star she wanted or believed
she could be. There followed a considerable
amount of time spent label hopping before
returning to Modern to cut more sides and an
album ‘Femme Fatale’ which was released on the
Crown label.

I was a devoted Clash fan, catching the band
some 30+ times and actually meeting Joe on
several occasions. I couldn’t claim to be a friend
of Joe’s, but he and the Clash had an enduring
effect on my life as a young adult and now as a
middle-aged adult I remember them as a catalyst.
For some it was the Sex Pistols, for me and most
of my friends it was Joe and the Clash who
defined the Punk Rock movement in the mid ‘70s.
I can still remember virtually every lyric to every
song the Clash performed. This from a man who
can’t even remember what he did last week.
I was a young political activist when Joe and the
boys strode onto the stage and voiced the
frustration, boredom and desperation I and my
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peers were experiencing. Joe for me became the
voice of my generation. Yes, we did want a riot of
our own.

terraced houses, we had to dress up like Captain
Oates to go down the yard to the outside lavatory.
It was advisable to carry a torch and also some
spare newspaper (toilet paper? We didn’t use that
in the early 50s!) as the roof might be leaking and
the seat would be soaking wet and all the torn-up
newspaper behind the pipe would be sodden. Or,
horror of horrors, the pipes might have burst!

I cannot even attempt to describe the excitement I
always felt when watching the Clash perform, and
I haven’t experienced the same thrill from any
other artists since. But it wasn’t just Joe and the
Clash’s performances that touched my life and the
lives of many other people.

2. The Cold

Joe introduced myself and many others to world
politics and a wide range of other styles of music,
from rockabilly through reggae and even some
country (I still can’t quite get the country though).

Very few houses then were warm; most, like ours,
were draughty, damp and freezing cold in winter.
Even when we were lucky enough to exchange
our two-up-and-two-down terraced house for a
modern semi in 1958, we discovered to our
dismay that this house was even colder in winter
than the terraced one! The reason for this was
that two walls of every terraced house (unless it
was an end house) were warmed by the house
next door, so you just had two walls to try to
insulate. Even the semi had no insulation or
draught proofing and double-glazing was
unknown.

I mentioned earlier that I felt an unexpected sense
of loss on hearing of Joe’s death. Unexpected
because it is not something I feel for anyone,
apart from close family and friends. Sad though
their passing is, I could never understand the
depth of emotion felt by people at, say, the
passing of Elvis or Lennon.
I’m not attempting to place Joe in the same
pantheon as the above, and I don’t think that Joe
was a great songwriter, but as a live performer I
cannot think of anyone greater or with the same
connection he had with his audiences and fans.
Joe maintained that to have output you must first
have input and this
meant reading. It is
because of this I
found Joe to be one
of
the
most
intellectual of the
Punk movement.

In mid-winter we lay in our beds, piled high with
blankets, eiderdowns (and sometimes even coats)
burning our feet on hot-water bottles – and we
were still freezing! Then the morning ordeal, trying
to steel ourselves to put a naked foot on the cold
oil-cloth (no fitted carpets, or any other carpets for
that matter). Then the shivering run to the toilet
and racing downstairs to start a fire (open). If you
were sensible, you had laid the fire the night
before, with paper, interlaced firewood, small
pieces of coal and then larger lumps. You would
light the paper and put a shovel up against the
grate with a newspaper spread over it and you
hoped the draught thus created would get the fire
going quickly.

Sadly the Clash were
accused in some quarters of sloganeering;
strange, I thought they were a rock band. I never
expected them to sing about dialectical
materialism, for me they just did enough to raise
political awareness of the scene and provided us
with a great time whilst doing so.

Only the main living room was heated so even a
fire did not make much difference to the airtemperature. If you did not want to watch TV you
had to go into the kitchen (which had a two-bar
electric fire) but no comfortable chairs, of course.
Or you might brave the Arctic cold of your
(unheated) bedroom to read, for example. I
became absorbed upstairs once, reading Ian
Fleming’s “Moonraker” in 1958 (this was long
before Hollywood had discovered the cinematic
possibilities of James Bond) and after an hour I
suddenly noticed that my hands had turned a
yellowish, waxy colour and that the tips of my ears
were tingling. I was freezing! I had to rush
downstairs and throw myself at the fire to thaw
out.

Here’s to a spliff, a pound and half a pint of brown
– Cheers Joe, we will miss you.
Michael Sweeney (a.k.a. Spider)









FIVE THINGS ABOUT THE
FIFTIES THAT ONLY A FOOL
WOULD MISS
by Neil Foster

3. The Smoke

Good riddance to:

Not just smoke belching from coal fires, factory
chimneys, steam trains and heavy traffic that led
to thick fogs and the lethal, choking smog of the
early 50s that killed thousands but cigarette

1. The Outside Lavatory
In winter, like millions of other families living in
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Murray. A quick ‘one, two, three’ and they were
off and racing but somehow striving to keep
abreast of each other at the same time. A
relentlessly infectious rhythm was maintained with
instruments played as if toys but with total
command. David Murray screeched and strained,
lifting his left leg off the ground as he
endeavoured to assert his leadership by keeping
just in front.

smoke in every cinema that hung in clouds from
the ceiling when the lights went up at the interval.
Most adults then smoked and if you were a nonsmoker or an asthma sufferer – too bad! On
buses smokers were expected to use the upper
deck but at the rush hour it was sometimes
unavoidable that non-smokers had to go upstairs
to the opium-den. Not surprisingly, most
passengers’ clothes stank of nicotine.

Another number saw a funky groove behind an
exhausting saxophone solo from Murray with
vocals wailing over the top. As drums chanted
and vocals punctuated, the music moved ever
louder and faster. A bass solo introduced the final
number, a hard luck story with singer Guy
Konket’s cries being aped by Murray’s saxophone.
After all the excitement, the ballad encore was a
relief as bass saxophone produced a tender deep
sound rising from somewhere below Murray’s
knees.

4. The Dentist
I have some nasty memories of 1950s dentistry:
the horrible rubber mask that went over your
mouth to administer gas, the favoured anaesthetic
before cocaine. It gave me terribly vivid dreams. I
once dreamed that I was teetering on the edge of
a cliff and I could neither fall off nor go back. Then
I woke up to find myself spitting blood into a basin.
I staggered out into the cold air with an aching,
swollen jaw and a dull headache that lasted all
day.

The support for the evening was South African
pianist Mervyn Africa whose solo performance
combined classical flavoured playing with
township jazz.
His two handed percussive
technique
was
always
entertaining although his
attempt at singing did not
find favour with everyone. It
reminded me of Ronnie
Scott’s
rather
unkind
comment about George Shearing’s singing – ‘It
was lucky he couldn’t see the faces on his
audience’.

5. The Electricity Meter
In case you find this puzzling, let me explain. We
had a gas meter, as well, of course but if the
money for this ran out, at least you could see to
put the money in. However, if the electricity meter
ran out, there was just a “Ping!” and the whole
house was plunged into darkness. You then often
discovered that either (a) you had no shilling
pieces or (b) you had no torch or matches or
lighter to hand. You would have to blunder and
stagger around in the darkness like a blind man
until you felt your way to the cupboard in the pitchblack parlour and put the money in. Or try to
borrow a shilling from the next-door neighbour.

An evening of African music at the Royal Festival
Hall was scheduled as part of the London Jazz
Festival and started with the Malian music of Issa
Bagayogo. He played what I understood to be a
kamele n’goni (which looked like an electric kora
to me) and was aided and abetted by guitar and
bass guitar (definitely electric). He is known as
‘Techno Issa’ so the electronic sound was not
surprising. Single string rhythms were patterned
over an invisible backing tape of techno drum
programming. Sometimes the disco sounds of
Giorgio Moroder were brought to mind. At others
there was a Celtic flavour to the music which was
set off by Issa’s vocals which were both traditional
and bluesy.

THE END
(By the way Neil, referring to the title of this article,
Keith misses them all! – H)









JAZZ JUNCTION
On The Lam (2)
The South Bank Centre is one of the major
supporters of Jazz in London. Apart from the free
lunchtime and early evening presentations, there
are many worthwhile concert performances to
enjoy during the course of the year. The Queen
Elizabeth Hall has better acoustics and more
comfortable seats than its larger companion (the
Royal Festival Hall) and it was there that one of
the finest saxophonists from America, David
Murray, appeared with The Gwo Ka Masters (not
from Dagenham but the island of Guadeloupe).
Drums, bass, two ka drums and a vocalist were
joined on stage by a black leather hatted David

Nigerian Fela Kuti has always been a favourite but
I never saw him perform live, so it was a great
delight to be able to witness his son Femi Kuti for
the second time. He filled the Royal Festival Hall
with modern Afro-beat, which was strong on funk
and with a ‘Stax’ horn section to warm the heart of
every soul fan. Femi Kuti bestrode the stage like
an athletic Harlequin as his three-strong female
vocal support swayed and shook in fervent ardour.
My friend Oforiwa, who was lucky enough to have
seen Kuti senior, remarked how like his father
Femi was.
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It was strange to listen to African music sung in
English but this only served to underline the
message. Like his father, there was a political
emphasis to his songs as in Feed The Rest and
Stop Aids. Posing the question ‘How come the
world’s richest continent has the poorest people?’
he urged us to press Tony Blair ‘to stop doing
business with corrupt leaders’. By this time many
of the audience had excitedly stormed the area in
front of the stage and only dancing was on their
mind. So it was back to the Shoki Shoki album for
Beng Beng Beng and a stunning sax solo.

toilet roll holders were vibrating where they
shouldn’t. Still no sound engineer.
Why I stayed to the end I do not know. This was
the worst gig of the year by a country mile and,
seeking to lay blame at somebody’s door, my
anger led me to apply this rural epithet to the
promoter. Or should I have blamed the Holmes
Brothers? A bitter disappointment.

A Northern Soul Christmas
It has long been a tradition at Christmas for the
Soulboy and myself to pay a visit to London’s
Mecca of Northern Soul, The 100 Club. This year,
owing to a clash (not the death of Joe Strummer),
the Soulboy was unable to be present but I was
joined on this occasion by our very own Brian C
whose musical taste is nothing if not expansive.

Later in the month Ronnie Scott’s saw a fourth
visit by white American jazz singer Jackie Ryan
who was backed on this occasion by the Gareth
Williams trio. She was every bit as good as some
of her better known compatriots and had an
interesting choice of material which included
Sleeping Bee (from her next CD with Ernie
Watts), Now Or Never (written by Billie Holiday)
and When I Grow Too Old To Dream.

The night was as usual promoted by one of soul
music’s greatest benefactors, Ady Croasdell, and
if honours lists truly represented the valuing of
those who tirelessly serve minorities there could
only ever be one Lord Harborough.

Main act on the night was Cameroonian Manu
Dibango whose shaven head and dark glasses
brought to mind the real life persona of the chef in
South Park. He started off an evening of African
jazz, playing what was the largest xylophone I
have ever seen but which turned out to be a giant
marimba. The music was gently swinging with
accented percussion and a Latin feel to piano and
marimba. Manu is also a big blower of alto
saxophone and with this tiny (by comparison)
instrument in his hands, the music took on a more
distinctive African feel as the band was joined on
stage by a female vocalist and the tempo
increased. In truth the jazz content was not great
but it was a very enjoyable evening.

The venue was packed by an audience with an
age range of 20s to 50s reflecting the continued
popularity of the music. Indeed as the old year
changed to 2003, there was a two-hour
programme of Northern Soul on BBC Radio 2
presented by Stuart Maconie.
Most of the
audience had come to dance, though the spins
and backdrops were reserved for the fitter
dancers. A film crew from Harlem were there and
what the American public will make of the dancing
is anybody’s guess.
The discs being played were a mix of the obscure
and not so obscure including Jackie Wilson (much
to the delight of Brian C).
Other numbers
recognised were One In A Million by Maxine
Brown, They’ll Never Know Why by Freddie
Chavez (the sincerest form of Four Tops flattery),
Dearly Beloved by Jack Montgomery, Crackin’ Up
Over You by Roy Hamilton, and one of my
favourites You Don’t Love Me by The Epitome Of
Sound.

However there is always one winter equivalent of
the bummer in the summer and this year it is
necessary to provide a report on The Holmes
Brothers at The Borderline. The band slowly
climbed on to the low stage (it had been a long
tour). The lights dimmed (a signal to the audience
that the show was about to start). And the tape
being played over the PA played on. Where was
the sound engineer? The tape being played over
the PA stopped. The audience let out an ironic
cheer. But it was only the end of a track. And the
tape being played over the PA played on. Where
was the sound engineer? Then the tape being
played over the PA stopped and the show started.

You can forget your office parties, for me there
really is only one way to start Christmas.

Dave Carroll



The first four numbers combined booming bass,
reverberation, distortion and excessive noise in
equal measures. At this point, with vocals barely
rising above the wall of sound, I moved to the rear
to protect my ears. Pretty soon the two Brians
joined me. But where was the sound engineer?
How the rest of the audience could bear to remain
is a mystery to me. The female editor of a
competitor publication who had sought refuge in
the ladies’ toilet, emerged to complain that the







More comments made during Keith’s working
career;
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"Got a full 6-pack, but lacks the plastic thing
to hold it all together"
"He doesn't have ulcers, but he's a carrier"
"He brings a lot of joy whenever he leaves
the room"
"This man has delusions of adequacy"

driving these beauties along. The line up of Dukes
who
recorded
for
Flip
included
exCoasters/Robins Leon Hughes and Bobby Nunn,
and their second and last single issued on Flip in
early 1959 paired a decent ballad, ‘I Love You’,
with the disappointing ‘Leap Year Cha Cha’.
Offerings by Jimmy Smith and The Lockettes and
The Flippers’ jazzy un-issued offering failed to
light the Bunter fuse but the songs by the Ivy
Leaguers and the Ru-Bee-Els scored a little
higher on the Buntermeter, teen ballads both.

C.D. REVIEWS
Hard Rock Bunter, a.k.a. Brian Clark) with a look at

Flip Doo Wop Vol 3 – Various Artists CDCHD 862

Lena Calhoun & The Emotions included two of the
Six Teens (Louise Williams and Beverley Pecot)
in their line-up; their three songs date from 1961, ‘I
Ran To You’ and ‘Been Lookin’ Your Way’, are
attractive ballads in the Chantels’ style and ‘I Can
Tell (I'm Losing Your Love)’ is clearly inspired by
Barbara George. The two sides from 1957 by the
King Bees combine a Jacks/Cadets-type rocker,
‘Puppy Love’, with a poppy ballad, ‘Give Me Your
Number’. Finally Donald Woods and The VelAires, one of Flip’s earliest signings, offer a 1955
double, the Latin-tinged ‘My Very Own’ and a nice
ballad, ‘Stay With Me Always’. A strong collection
from Ace then, with some real goodies on offer.
Go for it!

I Won $4000 - Rainiers • Uncle Sam's Man / Casey
Cop - Elgins • Oh It's Crazy - Six Teens • Sweet
Loretta / Oh Shirley - Maharajahs • I Love You / Leap
Year Cha Cha - Dukes • Louie Louie / Have Love Will
Travel - Richard Berry & The Pharaohs • I Ran To
You / Been Lookin' Your Way / I Can Tell (I'm Losing
Your Love) - Lena Calhoun & The Emotions • Puppy
Love / Give Me Your Number - King Bees • I Cry And
Cry Every Night - Jimmie Smith & The Lockettes • I'll
Try - Ru-Bee-Els • My Very Own / Stay With Me
Always - Donald Woods & The Vel-Aires • My Walkie
Talkie Baby - Flippers • Beware Of Love - Ivy
Leaguers featuring Richard Owens • A Foolish Little
Girl - Trudy Williams & The Six Teens

This third delve into the
vaults of Max Feirtag’s
Hollywood based label is
apparently the last but,
as with Volumes One
and Two, there are still
many tasty morsels to
savour. The Rainiers’
previously
un-issued
opener is a real find, an
up-tempo piece that moves along pretty smartly.
Little is known about this group unfortunately, but
Gordon Skadberg, responsible once again for the
highly informative booklet notes, manages to clue
us Kats in about the other groups in the collection
(though due to a cock-up by the booklet designer,
reprinted Flip labels obscure notes on the King
Bees and Lena Calhoun & The Emotions,
whoops!). It turns out that the Elgins included
three ex-members of the Six Teens of ‘A Casual
Look’ fame and the ‘Gins’ only single release on
Flip in 1960 combined the ballad ‘Uncle Sam's
Man’ with the Coasters/Olympics-like ‘Casey Cop’.
The Six Teens are themselves heard on two
attractive ballads from 1958, ‘Oh It's Crazy’ and
the Richard Berry composition ‘A Foolish Little
Girl’ which features the stunning lead voice of
Trudy Williams.

The Flares – Foot Stompin' – CDCHD 841
Foot Stompin’ (Part 1) | Hotcha Cha-Cha Brown |
Loving You | Jump And Bump | What Do You Want If
You Don't Want Love | So Fine | Dishes | Rock and
Roll Heaven (Part 1) | Rock and Roll Heaven (Part 2) |
Doing The Hully Gully | Yon He Go | Hand Clappin' |
Shimmy And Stomp | Make It Be Me | Mad House | Do
It With Me | Do It If You Wanna | It Wouldn't Be The
Same | A Little Piece Of Paper | I Didn't Lose A
Doggone Thing | Sweets For My Sweet | The Stroll |
Sock Hop | Pony Time | The Huckle-Buck | The
Monkey Walk

Six years before the
success of their hit
single ‘Foot Stompin’
issued
on
the
(American) Felstead
label in 1961, the
Flares
were
the
Flairs, one of the
hottest vocal groups
to emerge from the
Los Angeles area
and a regularly featured act on Alan Freed’s
legendary Rock'n'Roll revues, both in concert and
on the radio. Cornelius ‘Cornell’ Gunter and his
group made their recording debut for the
Recorded In Hollywood label, with no great
success, in 1953; a move to the Modern
subsidiary label Flair also did little to significantly
improve their fortunes, although during 1954-55,
they were forging a considerable reputation as an
exciting live act.

No introduction needed for Richard Berry and The
Pharaohs’ two tracks, stone classics both. It's a
shame that the Maharajahs never recorded again
following their spell with Flip, as this group turned
out some quality sides and the two 1958 cuts
presented here, ‘Oh Shirley’ and ‘Sweet Loretta’,
are rockers of a top-drawer nature. Surely it must
be Rene Hall, Red Callender and Earl Palmer

Towards the end of 1955 Buck Ram, then flying
high in managerial circles handling the Platters,
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Ricky Nelson • Believe Me - Royal Teens • Little Girl
Of Mine - Cleftones • Under The Moon Of Love Curtis Lee • A Lover's Question - Clyde McPhatter •
The Hunch - Paul Gayten • Mona Lisa - Carl Mann •
What Can I Do - Donnie Elbert • Shirley - Schoolboys
• This Should Go On Forever - Rod Bernard • I Love
You - Volumes • For Your Precious Love - Jerry
Butler and The Impressions • Gilee - Sonny Spencer
• We Told You Not To Marry - Titus Turner • Why Cues • Dedicated To The One I Love - "5" Royales •
Sugaree - Rusty York • Sh-Boom - Chords • Ooby
Dooby - Roy Orbison • Hearts Of Stone - Charms • Ya
Ya - Lee Dorsey • Ain't Got No Home - Clarence
"Frogman" Henry • Maybelline - Chuck Berry

expressed an interest in the Flairs and, in 1956,
he lured them away from Modern and on to ABCParamount and, the following year, on to his own
Antler label. Some great sides were issued during
this period (‘She Loves To Rock’) but none
became huge hits, so Ram left shortly after to fully
concentrate on the Platters and Gunter accepted
an offer to join the Coasters. In 1960 the renamed
Flares consisted of Robbie Robinson, Eddie King,
also two ex-Flairs George Hollis and Thomas
Miller and an attractive female in the shape of
Beverley Harris, and it was this line up that made
the series of recordings for Felstead (and later
Press) of which this Ace CD is composed.

This tenth volume,
according to Ace, is to
be the last. When the
series was introduced
back in 1991, volume
one’s contents were
largely
unavailable
elsewhere but, in the
ensuing 11 years, what
with single/double/box
set anthologies released of most of the artists who
have been featured in this highly successful
series, these collections (certainly this and the last
two) have become somewhat low on the “rarity”
count. So no introductions needed really for the
likes of ‘Maybelline’, ‘Ooby Dooby’, ‘Stood Up’, ‘A
Lover's Question’, ‘Under The Moon Of Love’ and
‘Mona Lisa’; all are absolute top-class recordings
and, in Ace’s hands, they seem to sound better
than ever. Following the "5" Royales’ original
version of ‘Dedicated To The One I Love’, the
Shirelles and the Mamas And The Papas scored
huge chart success with their renderings and, in
the case of Roy Hamilton, notable covers of ‘You
Can Have Her (Him)’ came from Dionne Warwick
and Jerry Lee Lewis. The Rinky Dinks (featuring
Bobby Darin) were covered by Buddy Holly, who
even featured the same B-side ‘Now We’re One’.

The unsuccessful debut release on Felstead in
1960 combined ‘Loving You’ (too much like the
Platters ‘Only You’) with a poor novelty ‘Hotcha
Cha Cha Brown’. The follow-up also vanished
without trace; ‘Jump And Bump’ is a dance
number with a twistin’ beat while the B-side ‘What
Do You Want If You Don't Want Love’ is a decent
Ray Charles-styled opus. Next up was ‘Foot
Stompin’ which hit pay dirt for the Flairs in the
States and gained a UK release on London
where, in a music world dominated by the likes of
Adam, Cliff and Helen Shapiro, it went largely
unnoticed. However, its charm continues to
captivate; in 1988 it was featured in the
soundtrack of John Waters’ movie ‘Hairspray’.
Early in 1962 the Flares moved over to the newly
founded Press label but no major hits resulted. Of
the issued Press sides I enjoyed 1962’s ‘Rock and
Roll Heaven (Parts 1 and 2)’, a gospel tinged
tribute to a clutch of Big Beat legends, also the
1963 dancer ‘I Didn't Lose A Doggone Thing’ in
which Cookie Johnson, who by then had replaced
Bev Harris, has a bit of a soulful screech.
Other goodies include ‘Make It Be Me’ which is
another Ray Charles-like piece; ‘Hand Clappin’
and ‘Monkey Walk’ are obvious attempts to repeat
the success of ‘Foot Stompin’, the latter even
utilising the ‘Foot Stompin’ backing track. C’mon
now, you can't fool me! There are three previously
un-issued songs in this collection; ‘Sweets For My
Sweet’ and ‘So Fine’ are likeable covers of hits by
the Drifters and the Fiestas respectively while
‘Dishes’ is an Olympics-styled piece with more
than a hint of ‘Turkey In The Straw’ tune-wise. The
Flares as a group were history by 1964 but there
is much to enjoy in this collection, even if it doesn't
have the raw edge that the Modern/ABC sides
had in bucket loads. Bill Millar's typically brilliant
booklet notes unfold the Flairs/Flares story before
our very eyes and this is truly a quality product.

I was surprised to learn that Janis Martin had a
top 50 entry with ‘Will You, Willyum’, Sammy
Masters’ classic is the first legal reissue of this
song as best is known, Donnie Elbert’s early hit is
a brooding R&B ballad, very atmospheric, Titus
Turner's Glover release is an answer to Lloyd
Price’s ‘I’m Gonna Get Married’, Price’s KRC
version of ‘Just Because’ was covered by Larry
Williams, the Royal Teens’ offering is considerably
influenced by Dion and the Belmonts, Paul
Gayten’s ‘The Hunch’ was one of the first releases
with Motown connections, released in 1959.
‘Shirley’ by the Schoolboys bears a Frankie
Lyman influence, the Volumes’ track is a nice later
period (1962) doo wop, the version of ‘This Should
Go On Forever’ is the one specially adapted for
the American Bandstand TV show (where Rod
Bernard sings, for instance, “If it's wrong to really
love you/then so wrong I've always been” as
opposed to “I’ll forever live in sin”. Nice’n’clean,
know what I mean?). Sonny Spencer’s ‘Gilee’ is a

The Golden Age Of American Rock'n'roll Vol
10 – Various Artists – CDCHD 850
Early In The Morning - Rinky Dinks featuring Bobby
Darin • Will You, Willyum - Janis Martin • Searchin' Coasters • You Can Have Her - Roy Hamilton • Just
Because - Lloyd Price • Rockin' Red Wing - Sammy
Masters • I Shot Mr Lee - Bobbettes • Stood Up -
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new one to me; it's a nice bouncy rocker that
deserves more exposure at the hops, good sax on
it too. Every volume in this superb series has been
of a sky-high standard musically and Rob Finnis’
notes on each track in this final collection are
typically fact packed. Also you have the usual
quota of press adverts and pics and label
reproductions like volumes 1 to 9, so pick this one
up pronto!
Box–Set Bunter







occult. A great storyteller is our Larry, with a
likeable personality. Time to boogie some more
with ‘Juke Joint Women’ followed by the
philosophical ‘Road Of Life’. The rocking ‘Don’t
Buy Me No Whiskey’ was prefaced by an amusing
story of some people from Pennsylvania who
stumbled upon and enjoyed Larry’s show in a
Baton Rouge Club, then Garner paid tribute to an
early influence, Arthur Lee ‘Guitar’ Kelly, with
Kelly's song ‘Jealous Man’, and nice a French
harp solo from the piano man on this.



It was then time to get down and get funky with
‘That’s When Your Blues Turn Black’ and this, as
well as the following boogie, ‘Big Legged Woman
Blues’, saw ol’ Bunter start to move and groove on
the spot. As with many coloured blues singers,
Garner expressed an early love for country music
and then treated us to what I suppose could be
called “country-funk” with a song called (I think) ‘If
It Wasn't For The Have-Nots’. Back to the blues
for the Elmore James-ish ‘Hey Little Girl’ and then
to the last scheduled song ‘Gotta Keep On Singin’
The Blues’ preceded by Larry’s comment to “Keep
supporting live music, ‘cos if you don't you’ll find
you're standing in a karaoke bar!” Damn right!

Show Review - Larry Garner at the
Spitz, London E1 - 3rd December 2002
Back in the days (the good old days to many)
when Steve Beggs ran his Speakeasy nights at
London's 100 Club, a guaranteed regular in that
slot would have been the gentleman I had the
pleasure of seeing at the Spitz, a venue situated
in East London's Commercial Street (about 25
minutes stroll from Liverpool Street station), his
name is Larry Garner, born in New Orleans in
1952 but spent much of his childhood in Baton
Rouge. Actually garner resided in London
(Lancaster Gate) through much of the Nineties
and, following his breakthrough at the 1992
Burnley Bluesfest, he worked many of the major
London venues including the aforementioned 100;
more recently he relocated back to the States so,
as this was his first British gig in a while, I wasn't
gonna let this one go by, oh no.

Obviously a friendly fellow, Garner must have
shaken the hand of every man and woman in the
house that night (including self - great show
Larry!) but with top flight music from top-flight
musicians, there just had to be encores, and there
were; three songs in a 15 minute period making it
an almost two hour performance. At £8 admission
that’s VFM Kats and Kittens!! First up was the
self-explanatory ‘Funk It Up’ with plenty of dancers
out on the floor, then a fine tribute to Luther
Allison with ‘I’m Watchin’ You All The Time’ and
adios with Tabby Thomas’ ‘Brand New Broom’. A
spectacular gig then, one of my top five of 2002.
Come back soon Mr G!!
Boppin’ Bunter

As a venue I was quite impressed by the Spitz,
quite roomy, a few tables scattered around, a far
cry from Ain’t Nothing But, Cramped, London W1.
Support act was a UK alt-country singer, Warren
Malone, who performed a reasonably pleasant
acoustic set including a folky take on the Wolf’s
‘Sittin’ On Top Of The World’. At half past nine the
Larry Garner band ambled on stage, a three-piece
that consisted of an Austrian keyboard man and
an American bassist and drummer, that turned out
to be a tight, disciplined unit. They did a couple of
warm ups, ‘Poor Boy Blues’ and a slower New
Orleans-like piece ‘Perfect Day’ (not the Lewis
Reed song).









Show Review - Rhythm Riot, Camber
Sands - 22nd/25th November 2002

Then
it
was
Showtime, ladies ‘n’
gemmun! The greysuited,
grey-hatted
Garner
took
the
stage to deliver what
I can only describe
as a “welcoming”
blues, an up-tempo
ditty in which Larry
expressed how glad
he was to be back in London again. This done, he
slowed down the tempo to deliver what I can only
describe as a “Talkin’ Voodoo Mama” blues, a
superb rap, where he described in vivid detail an
encounter with a 42-22-97 who dabbled in the

Yes folks, it was time for some more Rioting in
not-so-sunny Camber! The 2002 event which took
place between November 22nd and 25th was
practically a sell-out but cursed with considerable
misfortune; Boyd Bennett and Arthur Lee Maye
had been booked to appear but both sadly passed
away shortly before they were due to travel. Also,
Maye’s replacement, the Spaniels’ Pookie
Hudson had to cancel due to domestic reasons.
So, over the course of the weekend, tributes were
paid to Boyd and Arthur by UK artists Charlie
Thompson and the Extraordinaires respectively,
the Extraordinaires in particular putting on a good
show.
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But let's take it from
the top; Finland’s Dr
Snout
and
his
Hogs of Rhythm
kicked off the live
music on Friday
night with a jumpjive set that kept the
dancers happy, then
Scotland's Accelerators gave us a rockabilly set
that sounded pretty good with ‘Right Behind You
Baby’ and ‘Believe What You Say’ especially
worthy of note. First time outside the USA then for
tonight’s headliner Jimmy Cavello, known to
most (all?) rockers solely for his two-song cameo
in the 1956 exploitation flick “Rock! Rock! Rock!”
And that's it. What a revelation. Not only is he now
75 years young and fit as a fiddle but he has
worked constantly through the years in the Vegas
lounges (and these days in his own Club in
Florida). Additionally he was the first white artist,
before Bill Haley, to cover Jimmy Preston's ‘Rock
The Joint’ in 1951 and worked with, and was
influenced by, many of the top R&B acts of the
time, chiefly Wynonie Harris and Fats Domino.
Sounds like a seasoned professional - you bet he
was!

this side of the pond.
Now for Saturday. Born in Atlanta, Georgia in
1931, Tommy Brown was one of the earliest
rhythm’n’blues stars whose powerful, emotional
style influenced the young Richard Penniman and,
in particular, Johnnie Ray who, it might be argued
stole his “weepin’n’cryin” act lock, stock and
teardrops. Brown entered show business at the
age of six and had recorded for a series of smaller
and larger R&B labels from 1950 up until the last
half of the Seventies when he retired to manage
care homes for the disabled. An athletic, electric
performer in his heyday, he came out of
retirement to appear at the Blues Estaffete in
Utrecht in November 2001 and, though less wild
these days, he still won over the crowd with his
genial
stage
demeanour
and
all-round
professionalism.

With ‘Lovin’ Machine’ as the opener, you knew
this was gonna be good, everything would gel
perfectly. Much of the set featured songs by Mr
Blues and the Fat Man, things like ‘Sick And
Tired’, ‘I Want My Fanny
Brown’, ‘Leave Married
Women Alone’, ‘Poor
Me’,
‘Please
Don't
Leave
Me’
and
‘Bloodshot Eyes’, all
delivered in the Cavello
style, a style that sits
halfway between Sam
Butera and Freddie Bell.
But what impassioned sax playing! Elsewhere
Jimmy gave us ‘Rock! Rock! Rock!’ (but
regrettably no ‘Big Beat’, his other greatest hit)
and a small nod to Louis Prima with ‘Just A
Gigolo’ and ‘Jump, Jive And Wail’ (the last clearly
unrehearsed) plus ‘Rock The Joint’, ‘Walking With
Mr C’ and out with ‘Good Rockin’ Tonight’. Indeed
there was!

So it was to be with the Rhythm Rioters, even if he
was very much an unknown quantity to most. As
far as his recorded work is concerned it appeared
on such labels as Savoy, King, Gerald, Dot,
Groove and Imperial. And what great songs;
backed by the Kings Of Rhythm we got ‘Atlanta
Boogie’ for starters, closely followed by ‘Double
Faced Deacon’, ‘Fat Hardy's Tardy’, ‘Goodbye
Baby, I’m Gone’ plus the slower, bluesier ‘How
Much Do You Think I Can Stand?’ and ‘Never
Trust A Woman’. During ‘Ol’ Rocking Chair’,
Tommy's voice seemed to falter a little bit but a
little blast of the ether spray soon put things right.
More goodies followed including ‘Some Day,
Some Way’ and ‘Southern Women’, also his 1951
hit ‘Tra La La’ and, interestingly, a vocal version of
Bill Doggett. Next it was time for Brown's
showstopper
and
biggest
blues
hit
‘Weepin’n’Cryin’ Blues’ and, backed by the
Rhythm Riot house band with special guest Jimmy
Cavello, Tommy pulled out all the stops, stomping
his fleet, slumping to his knees and, in his grief,
hugging various people at the front, his eyes filled
with tears. Great theatre and the crowd loved it. It
must be pointed out that Brown did stand-up
comedy at one point in his career and he
demonstrated the technique of a one legged

The house band, known as the Kings Of
Rhythm, all did an excellent job, in particular
tenor saxist Lee Badau, who frequently traded
some urgent, exciting choruses with Mr Cavello. A
great start! Friday night also saw the first sighting
of the Extraordinaires, presenting a great doo
wop set with plenty
of exciting visuals.
Make no mistake;
these guys are
unrivalled when it
comes to vocal
group sounds on
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Teenagers favourite of mine ‘I Want You To Be
My Girl’ - or am I only fooling myself again?

golfer; as he swung, he fell sideways. Anyway, it
was ‘Every Day I Have The Blues’ and ‘Night Time
Is The Right Time’ to finish and, judging by the
length of the autograph queue after his show, a lot
of Rioters had taken Tommy Brown to their
hearts. There is an entertaining and detailed
article on Brown in issue 50 of Juke Blues
magazine, do check it out.

I had heard good
reports (mainly from
Tony Wilkinson) about
Marti’ Brom, a young
rockabilly gal who is
based in Austin, Texas
and is a contemporary
of Kim Lenz and Josie
Kreuzer. “You will fall in
love,” warned Tony and
I have to say I did; here
is an absolute stunner
whose
style
falls
somewhere between Patsy Cline and Rosie
Flores in my view. Backed by a perky Finnish
band, the Bamshakers, Marti’s act built steadily
with a mixture of Patsy-like ballads (such as ‘Blue
Tattoo’) and more up-tempo items (‘Jeopardy’) all
well done but my ears really picked up when she
finished up first with Lavern Baker’s ‘Voodoo
Voodoo’ and then with a particularly lethal take on
Joyce Green’s ‘Black Cadillac’. A speedy return
please Mrs Brom!

It
was
perhaps
surprising to see the
(Buddy
Holly)
Crickets appearing
on a predominantly
R&B weekender but
appear they did;
sadly the creative
spark was missing from their performance.
Drummer Jerry Allison seemed to be enjoying
himself and playing solidly (especially when
featured on ‘real wild child’) but bassman Joe B
Mauldin and Sonny Curtis on guitar and lead
vocals seemed truly bored. Which is a shame
really, as these guys are (and always will be) true
Rock'n'Roll legends but, to me, the Crickets’ lost
their fire as a band when Gordon Payne left five or
so years ago; also Sonny
Curtis’ solo act was
always enjoyable and
generally superb but
whenever you see the
Crickets these days you
will see, as I did, a
simple, straightforward,
sing-a-long session. But no great excitement.
Sorry, I love the Crickets but I found myself
longing for the next act.

First live music on Sunday was provided for me by
Ray Stubbs “and his amazing one-man band”. As
many as ten instruments were up on stage but
Stubbs only sang and played guitar, bass drum,
harmonica, cowbell and kazoo. Apparently he was
one of the first guys to champion country blues in
the north-east in the mid-Sixties and his style of
playing is very much in the Dr Ross bag. His set,
which took place during the afternoon in the
Queen Vic pub, included some standards such as
Muddy's ‘Rollin’ And Tumblin’ and I liked his
version of Johnnie Lewis' ‘Hobo Blues’ with his
impressive use of slide.

A welcome return then
for the Teenagers who
boasted not only the
two surviving original
members in Herman
Santiago and Jimmy
Merchant
but
the
Frankie Lymon’s kid
brother Louie Lymon
who, with his group the
Teenchords, recorded
for the End label. So
the
material
for
tonight’s set was drawn
from both camps; put
together
Teenagers’
classics such as ‘I'm Not A Juvenile Delinquent’, ‘I
Promise To Remember’, ‘ABC's Of Love’, ‘Baby
Baby’, ‘Share’, ‘Teenage Love’, ‘Paper Castles’,
‘Out In The Cold Again’ and of course ‘Why Do
Fools Fall In Love’ with some Teenchord faves
like ‘I’m So Happy’, ’Please Tell The Angels’ and
‘Honey Honey’ (surprisingly no ‘Your Last
Chance’), add some nifty choreography, usually
from Louis Lymon, and you have one hell of a set.
You know, I could swear they didn’t do a great

The Sunday evening
then, and Hardrock
Gunter
(replacing
Boyd Bennett) who
delivered a set that
would
best
be
described as “laidback”
but
very
pleasant
all
the
same. Sat down
throughout his act,
due to a back
complaint, Hardrock
entertained us like
he was holding court
in his own front room, totally relaxed. We first
heard his 1950 success ‘Birmingham Bounce’
(covered by Pee Wee King among many others),
then the easy-going ‘Grandfather's Clock’ and
‘Lonesome Blues’; the gear was then stepped up
with ‘Rockabop Baby’, ‘Whoo, I Mean Whee’ and
‘Bloodshot Eyes’ which, in its treatment, owed
more to Hank Penny than Wynonie Harris. Time
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then for a downhome country session with ‘My
Bucket’s Been Fixed’ (guess what that’s an
answer to, Hank Williams fans!), Billy Grammar’s
‘Bonaparte’s Retreat’, ‘The Right Key’ and ‘Good
Ol’ Mountain Dew’. With the record hop favourite
‘Jukebox Help Me Find My Baby’ as the scheduled
closer, Hardrock was brought back to encore with
‘60 Minute Man’ which he sang in duet with a
gorgeous young lady identified only as Mary Ann
and with Jimmy Dean's ‘I Won’t Go Hunting With
You Jake’. A good show from Hardrock then,
setting us up nicely for the treats in store.

himself for a fine performance but a huge
raspberry to the sound crew for failing to properly
mix the sound for his act.
Everything seemed to be sorted out for the next
act however. It seems inconceivable that a British
act could eclipsed any visiting Americans at any
weekender in terms of delivering sheer quality
Rock'n'Roll/rhythm and blues but I have to say
that that’s exactly what Michael J Sanchez did as
last featured act on Sunday night. The Rhythm
Riot Kings Of Rhythm (led as usual by Big Boy
Bloater) generally did a sterling job backing up the
American acts but particular credit goes to Lee
Badau who was impressive both in soloing and
ensemble playing, also the amazing Al Gare who
is Mike’s regular bass player. Like Lee, Al hardly
put a foot wrong and, in tonight's set, he proved
why he's up there with Britain's best. Regular fans
might have been thrown by Mike’s opener, a midtempo boogie called, I think, ‘We’re Gonna Have
A Party’ but he soon strayed into familiar territory
with the ‘Jam Up’ intro leading into Eddie Boyd’s
‘Driftin’. As usual it seems with Mike’s gigs that I’m
too busy boppin’ to make notes but I do recall a
great version of John Fred’s ’Shirley’ and an
outstanding take on Smiley Lewis' ‘Shame,
Shame, Shame’. Also, from the “Just Can't Afford
It” album, there was ‘Ramblin’ Boogie’.

With the Kings Of Rhythm vamping away on ‘Sea
Cruise’ it was time to meet ‘n’ greet one of the
truly great legends of New Orleans music,
Frankie Ford. Born in Gretna, a suburb of New
Orleans, in 1939, his earliest musical influences
were Professor Longhair and Fats Domino (in fact
Frankie played a lengthy tribute to the Fat Man
tonight) and his first single for Johnny Vincent's
Ace label in ‘58, ‘Cheatin’ Woman/Last One To
Cry’ which, regrettably, we didn't get to hear
tonight,
saw
Frankie
with
Class
A
accompaniment; you don't get no better than Alvin
Taylor, Lee Allen, Frankie Fields, “Papoose”
Nelson, “Hungry” Williams and band leader Huey
“Piano” Smith. Anyhow, Frankie got down to
business with ‘Roberta’ (originally the B-side of
‘Sea Cruise’) replicating perfectly Huey’s piano
licks. This cooked pretty well and Frankie himself
was in great voice; his is a powerful, adaptable
instrument that, to quote Paul Harris, could easily
embrace opera.

Favourites from the Big Town Playboy’s days
included Brook Benton's ‘Kiddio’ featuring guitarist
Andy Sylvester who
seems to convey more
feeling in six bars than a
heavy metal thrasher
can say in a whole
bloody song, plus the
slow
blues
‘Baby
Please’, the ever popular
‘Girls All Over The
World’, a version of ‘It'll
Be Me’ that had a piano
solo that would have had
Jerry Lee nodding in
approval and a version
of ‘Big Fat Mama’ that had a piano solo that would
have had Little Richard nodding in approval. With
such an all-stops-out performance and, arguably,
the best reception of the entire weekend, Mike just
had to come back and come back he did with Tiny
Grimes’ ‘Drinking Beer’ and Big Danny Oliver's
‘Sapphire’.

‘Alimony’, a long-time favourite of mine, saw the
Kings Of Rhythm sounding unusually ragged here
and there; on ‘Rocking Pneumonia’, I think it was,
Frankie had to request the band to perform the
end tag once more. Maybe there wasn't enough
rehearsal time, I dunno. But I also felt that the
sound levels for Frankie’s set were poorly
adjusted; sometimes I couldn’t hear the piano,
sometimes the voice. Still, things got a little better
with Joe Jones’ ‘You Talk Too Much’, a song
Frankie successfully covered for Imperial and
then, for me, the highlight; Fats did a great version
of ‘Whiskey Heaven’ but, in the hands of Frankie
Ford, it is a work of art, he really rings out every
last drop of emotion. Then it's party time with ‘sea
cruise’ and he is gone. A big thanks to Frankie

That was the end of this year's Rhythm Riot, at
least for me. There was an end of show party
scheduled to run until five a.m. which presumably
featured the European acts and maybe an
American, can anyone shed any light on who sang
what? See you at Rhythm Riot 2003 where the
Cleftones, Big Al Downing and Billy Lee Riley are
already booked to appear!
Boogie Bunter
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To:

all the guys in the Bad Town Blues band
The latest album

‘Down In The Alley’

is definitely one of the very best!

Looking forward to seeing you at the gigs in the New Year.
The East End Fan Club xxx
and
The Berkshire Fan Club xxx
For album and gig info:

ring Bad Moon Records on 01708 341059
All of the acts were backed by the Vees who
collectively seem to have a better understanding
of Rock'n'Roll than their father and who kicked off
proceedings with a short warm up that included a
tribute to Del Shannon with ‘Runaway’ and,
surprisingly, Roy Brown's ‘Good Rockin’ Man’
done in a lazy, ska-like tempo.

Show Review - The Solid Gold AllAmerican Rock'n'Roll Show, Cliffs
Pavilion, Southend - 25th November,
2002

First hit maker out was guitar
toting Chris Montez, fast
approaching
sixty
but
possessing the looks and
stamina of one twenty or more
years
younger.
Opening
powerfully with ‘Some Kinda
Fun’, he then paid tribute to his
chief inspiration and fellow
Chicano Ritchie Valens with a well-performed
medley of the obvious hits, ‘C’mon Let’s Go’,
‘Donna’ and ‘La Bamba’. This was swiftly followed
by sing-a-long Montez in the form of his 1966 hit
‘The More I See You’. Never liked this bloody
song, the more I hear it, the more I hate it. And so
it goes. Calling card time with the more
redeemable ‘Let’s Dance’, during which our Chris
ambled off stage to boogie with some front row
fillies. Pretty good start, it was some kinda fun.

Still in something of a post Rhythm Riot hangover,
I ventured to Southend's Cliffs Pavilion Theatre to
check out the latest Solid Gold All-American
Rock'n'Roll Show revue that’s been touring the
British Isles. When Bobby Vee is the headliner,
as he always is, the term Rock'n'Roll may be for
some (most TFTW readers?) a case for Trade
Descriptions but, even so, a sell-out crowd
witnessed a show that brought together, in
addition to the aforementioned, Chris Montez, the
Chiffons and, of most interest to me, Brian Hyland
and the Big Bopper Junior, replacing Johnny
Preston who had to cancel.

Time now for the Chiffons, their
first appearance on UK soil since
1965. Or rather, the Chiffons
Duo. It was great to see Judy, the
original lead singer as one half
even if her voice hadn't quite
retained its quality. Partnering her
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was Ginger, unknown to me, but she sang with
feeling and considerable power. ‘He’s So Fine’
(the obvious closer), ‘One Fine Day’ and ‘Sweet
Talking Guy’ were all faithfully presented and they
sang ‘Will You Still Love Me Tomorrow’ with a
hapless, helpless male punter who volunteered to
go on stage and sing with the girls. Interesting set,
wonder if we’ll ever see the Chiffons again?

prop telephone, carried it off well. So an enjoyable
quarter of an hour and, with the increasing
demand for tribute singers and bands, suffice it to
say that Jay will always find work all over the
world.
And so to Bobby Vee, very much an acquired
taste for “Rock'n'Roll” fans. Okay, I concede that
his album with the Crickets for Liberty in ‘62 was
quite listenable and that, if his version of ‘More
Than I Can Say’ ever got played on the radio, I
wouldn’t reach for the off switch (thought the
Crickets’ original still wins hands down) but as for
the rest, well, I'll make a pass. It was the hits the
crowd wanted and the hits they got; ‘Take Good
Care Of My Baby’, ‘The Night Has A Thousand
Eyes’, ‘How Many Tears’, ‘Rubber Ball’ (during
which he threw his balls into the audience - think
about it darlin’) and ‘Run To Him’. One of the
better moments for me was a clearly heartfelt
Buddy Holly tribute medley but I felt, and still do,
that Bobby Vee was not a Rock'n'Roll singer in the
truest sense of the word. Pop and roll yes, but not
rock. To the promoters of this regular get together
I say, Okay, have Bobby Vee if you must but, if it’s
an American Rock'n'Roll show that you’re putting
on, might I suggest the following bill; Brian Hyland,
Frankie Ford (to cover the New Orleans aspect),
the Crickets, Charlie Gracie, maybe Jack Scott;
oh, and Bobby Vee, but who's gonna bother with
him after the preceding acts?
Bobby Bashin’ Bunter

The last time I saw Brian Hyland I was amazed
and surprised at the high quality of his
performance; indeed, it
turned out that he and
Freddie Cannon provided
any genuine Rock'n'Roll that
evening. This evening he
did it again, kicking off with
a great take on Chuck’s
‘Thirty Days’. One of his
best pop hits (to me) was
1962’s ‘Ginny Come Lately’
and with some occasional sharp accents on
Hyland’s Stratocaster, this was well performed
and received. Likewise, the dreaded ‘Itsy Bitsy
Teeny Weeny Yellow Polka Dot Bikini’ which to
me sounded better when played by a Rock'n'Roll
band as opposed to a full orchestra. Brian scored
a later chart hit in the States in 1970 with his
revival of the Impressions’ ‘Gypsy Woman’ and,
with an obvious fondness for Curtis Mayfield’s
work, he produced an excellent version. The
inevitable ‘Sealed With A Kiss’, during which Brian
blew the necessary harmonica solo, gave way to a
blistering Rock'n'Roll finale, featuring a medley
that took in ‘Keep A-Knockin’, ‘Good Golly Miss
Molly’, ‘Slow Down’ (Larry Williams not Jack Earls)
and ‘Long Tall Sally’ with some driving drumming
from Brian's son as it turned out. And that was it.
Notice to promoters; please bring Brian Hyland
over here in his own showcase in future (at, say,
Shepherd's Bush Empire). He still looks and
sounds great and deserves more, much more,
than a 15 minute spot on a Bobby Vee bill.









SOUL KITCHEN
Hello from Soulboy. A happy New Year to you all,
and may your equipment in 2003 always be full of
soul.
CD OF THE MONTH
WILLIE CLAYTON
The Last Man Standing....
End Zone 2056

Jay Perry Richardson is the
son of J P Richardson, known
to one and all as the Big
Bopper (tragically J P perished
in the plane crash that also
claimed the lives of Buddy
Holly and Ritchie Valens only
a few months before Jay was
born). He embarked on a
stage career (reluctantly at first) a year or so back
and played the Eddie Cochran Memorial
weekender at Chippenham in September last year
with great success, featuring his dad’s songs,
looking and sounding very much like Bopper
Senior. We Southenders got what must probably
have been Jay's set at Chippenham, with ‘It’s The
Truth Ruth’ as the opener plus ‘Big Bopper’s
Wedding’ and (touchingly dedicated to his father)
‘Someone Watching Over You’. It was ‘Chantilly
Lace’ they all wanted though and Jay, with his

Looking To Hook : I Found Love (When I Found You) :
I Wish He Didn't Trust Me So Much : Ooh Baby Baby :
Old Fashioned Girl : Drowning In A Sea Of Love : How
To Treat Your Lady : Living With Me : Let The Good
Times Roll : I Love Me Some You : Good Woman :
Jesus Will Make A Way.

I can tell you that
whenever I have a new
Willie in my hand I have
hot
flushes.
Willie
Clayton is a giant in the
world of independent
soul, who label hops like
most people change
socks. This time he
makes
a
welcome
appearance on End Zone, but wherever Willie
pops up you can guarantee soul quality. This CD
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is no exception as Willie treats us to another topdrawer Southern Soul package, overflowing with
expressive vocals and quality material. It wouldn't
be a Willie album if he didn't revive a few old
classic soul songs, nearly surpassing the original,
on Bobby Womack's 'I Wish He Didn't Trust Me
So Much'. Also Sam Cooke's 'Let The Good
Times Roll', and Joe Simon's 'Drowning In A Sea
Of Love' are given that special Willie treatment,
that works a treat, comparing very favourably with
the originals.

new one, Shake" So Al TNT explodes at the start
of this soul dance number. Supported by a riffing
soul grove, circling horns, Al along with the female
backing singers, demand and instruct the listener
how to earthquake. The dance, well, you sort of sit
or stand and shake your booty, throwing in an
occasional tremble. Could be quite awkward
moving to the left, then moving to the right,
sitting!. B-side is a typical sixties soul ballad,
flavoured by 'Wade In The Water'.
Al Braggs was born in Dallas, May 23rd 1938. He
was brought up in an environment that demanded
his attention to music.
His Mother, a member
of the Salem Baptist
Church, captured by
Al's singing ability so
young,
encouraged
and taught him to sing
spirituals, first lead,
then harmonizing. Like
so many top stars of
soul, he began to sing
seriously in the choir of
his mother’s church.
His next step was the
formation of a spiritual
quartet. Whilst at high
school his attention
was drawn to other forms of music, namely Blues
and Hillbilly, being particularly fond of Lefty
Frizzell. Al apparently is (or was) a pretty good
yodeller, and loved all the yodelling cowboys.

He revisits his own
material, 'Living With
You, But My Heart Is
Somewhere Else', re
titled 'Living With Me'
is quite stunning,
with Willie fading out
with some Lenny
Williams
o-o-o
phrasing. Alas no real instrumentation on the
majority of tracks, which unfortunately seems to
be the norm these days with Southern soul folks,
low budget hi-tech robot programming. But Willie's
talent and captivating vocals override these fake
instruments, and are generally not irritating.
However in saying that we have, vocally, probably
two of his best recordings ever with, 'Ooh Baby
Baby' a tremendous melodic modern mid-tempo
soul grove, that draws you ever inward, a brilliant
track, with a few real instruments thrown in for
good measure. 'I Found Love' is an exhilarating
killer of a track, with Willie's distinctive voice
caressing the lyrics about his new love. The
master at his best.

In his early teens, against a disapproving Mother,
he joins a school Rock’n’Roll type band. He
studied music, where he was quick to learn,
becoming an accomplished musician before his
singing career was to begin in earnest, mastering
Guitar, Piano, Organ, Bass, Harmonica and
Drums, but deep down it was as a singer he
wanted to make his mark. Along with (the great)
Cal Valentine, Al formed around 1955 a vocal
group, The Five Notes, following the talent contest
path, notching up
their fair share of
wins, which leads to
weekend
school
hop bookings. One
such talent contest
win rewards them
with a recording
session for Chess
Records.

Other tracks that please Soulboy, are the opening
track 'Looking To Hook', a pleasant pulsating midtempo vibrant dancer. 'Old Fashioned Girl', 'How
To Treat Your Lady', and 'I Love Me Some You',
are gorgeous touching emotional ballads, so
beautifully sung. Clayton's soulful and stylish
vocals are all the recommendation you'll need, as
this CD encompass all that's good and positive
about REAL soul music today. You can run back
and forth through all the tracks and there are no
weak links, an extremely strong set from Mr
Consistency.
RATING (out of 5) 4 13/16 Soulboys


RANDOM DIP
It's been a while since I had a
dip. The only rule is what's
plucked from the pile naturally
has to be soulified.

The group went into
the studio and cut
'Park Your Love' / 'Show Me The Way', Chess
1614. The record’s disappointing sales didn't deter
the group, so still determined to make their mark,
they changed their name to The Five Masks,
having one release on the Jan Label, 'Polly Molly'.
Another name change to the Five Stars, leads

Al 'TNT' BRAGGS.
Earthquake/How Long (Do You
Hold On).
Vocalion 9278 (Peacock).
"Ha Ha Ha TNT is back baby and I've got a brand
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them to one release on B B King's Blues Boy
Kingdom label, 'Hey Juanita', and an appearance
in the 1957 movie ROCK, BABY ROCK IT, a film
featuring local Dallas and Memphis acts, including
Johnny Carroll and Roscoe Gordon. The group
performed 'Funny Money', 'Love Is All I Need', and
'Hey Juanita'. By coincidence this was shown this
year on Camber TV. Records, movies failed to
ignite much interest in the group and, discouraged
and tired of struggling, the group finally, mutually
parted company.

called in Braggs as his supporting star. Al toured
the USA with the Bobby 'Blue' Bland Revue, until
1965. Al learnt a lot from Bland about stage craft
and the polish necessary to present himself to an
audience. During the sixties Al had a consistent
flow of releases on Peacock Records. But the
elusive major chart success wasn't forthcoming
until his sixth single release, 'Take A Look At Me'.
Al was finally making some R&B waves, with an
up-tempo look at his own live performance,
including fake screams and cheers. The song’s
based around his dynamic stage antics, leaving
little to the imagination, and taking one into the
audience for three and half minutes, "Take A Look
At Me, I'm doing the TNT" b/w a tremendous
romantic ballad 'Drip Drip Goes The Tears'.

Al joined a band, doubling on piano and vocals,
and was at last making his mark with his dynamic
showmanship. He sang, danced, clambered in
intensity with each number. His career was ready
for take off. He was gigging at the Golden Duck,
an after hours club in North Dallas, which used to
be the hang out for package tour acts that hit
town. Al would sing these visiting artist’s songs,
and quite often be joined on stage by star names
from the R&B world. One such night Jackie
Wilson joined Al on stage for 'Danny Boy'. After
singing Wilson off stage, the club owner Elmore
Harrington backed Al to form his own group, Al
Braggs and the Organizers. The group went on to
play all the well known night spots around North
Dallas, then spent some time as the house band
at the Empire Rooms.

When he split from Bland in 1965 Braggs got his
own touring showband together, barnstorming an
endless stint of one-nighters, criss-crossing
America, performances that received rave
reviews, "Al Braggs is charged with TNT", and left
the audiences in awe of his explosive stage act,
doing flips, jumps, intensifying with every song.
TNT was a huge draw on the live circuit, but could
never really break
through to the record
buying public in a
substantial
way.
During
his
DukePeacock period in the
sixties Al got involved
with producing, and
writing. He wrote 'Call
On Me' and 'Share
Your Love With Me',
which were two of
Bobby Bland's biggest successes. He sold 'Call
On Me' to Don Robey for $300!

Bobby Bland, after
witnessing
Al’s
performance on a
previous visit to the
Golden
Duck,
drags Don Robey
along to witness Al
the next time they
passed
through
Dallas.
Don
Robey, president
of Duke-Peacock Records, was suitably
impressed and offered Al a chance to record,
which leads him, in late 1959, to Chicago. Robey
would send some of his roster to Willie Dixon for
recording at the Chess studios. Dixon was
involved in most of the late fifties and early sixties
sessions for Duke and Peacock, playing bass and
helping with arrangements. So under the umbrella
of Dixon, Al cut his debut solo release 'Chase ‘Em
Tom Cat' / ' A Little Bit Closer'. Sales were not
spectacular, but it did establish him as a young
artist to be reckoned with. A promoter out of New
Orleans, reluctantly, he wanted Bobby Bland and
Junior Parker, was persuaded to book Braggs,
promptly forgetting the name of whom he had
booked, so billed Braggs as 'Mr Dynamite. TNT
from Dallas'. The day after the show the revues
reported "TNT is really TNT", so that's how TNT
was added to his stage name.

He finally left the company in 1969, and during his
ten years with Duke-Peacock he had just twelve
45s released. It seems preference and promotion
at the company was given over to their major
Duke artists, Bland and Parker etc, so Al simply
had to wait his chance for a sparse release.
During the seventies he seem to have settled into
various residences. Then through the remaining
century he appears to have been just as active,
linked to numerous projects, as a producer, solo
artist, and bandleader. Who could forget his
appearance at Utrecht in 2000? I can, a complete
void. I know he was one of the artists I was very
excited about seeing. Juke Blues magazine
reported at the sound check Al had been in good
voice doing his famous skate and dropping to his
knees etc, but his showmanship was little in
evidence at the actual performance. He had
developed vocal problems in the interim so his
wonderfully soulful interpretation of 'Share Your
Love' was dogged in the evening by a hoarse
voice which seemed to influence his whole
performance. A pity that so much potential was
not realised.

In 1961 the Blues Consolidated touring R&B
package show, featuring Junior Parker and Bobby
Bland split up. Bland took over the band and
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OTIS REDDING TRIVIA

Al's Peacock discography
1693 Chase ‘em tom cat / A little bit closer
1698 Listen to me baby / There
1699 I don't think I can make it / An angel
1907 Cigarettes and coffee / We belong together
1918 You're something else / Easy rock
1928 Take a look at me / Drip drop goes the tears
1931 Hootenanny hoot / I just can't get over you
1936 Joy to my soul / Out of the pan (into the fire)
1945 Earthquake / How long (do you hold on)
1957 That's all a part of loving you / Home in that
rock
1962 I'm a good man / I like what you do to me
1967 Give it up / Running out of lives

OTIS REDDING'S US BILLBOARD'S R&B and
UK POP HITS

Date of
Highest
Entry
position
23-03-63 20 These arms of mine
[Volt 103]
05-10-63 27 That's what my heart needs
[Volt 109]
No billboard
Pain in my heart
[Volt 112]
No billboard
Come to me
[Volt 116]
No billboard
Security
[Volt 117]
No billboard
Chained and bound
[Volt 121]
30-01-65 18 That's how strong my love is
[Volt 124]
06-02-65 10 Mr pitiful
[Volt 124]
15-05-65
2 I've been loving you to long
[Volt 126]
04-09-65
4 Respect
[Volt 128]
25-12-65 11 I can't turn you loose
[Volt 130]
25-12-65 15 Just one more day
[Volt 130]
19-03-66
4 Satisfaction
[Volt 132]
11-06-66 10 My lover's prayer
[Volt 136]
08-10-66 12 Fa fa fa fa fa (sad song)
[Volt 138]
10-12-66
4 Try a little tenderness
[Volt 141]
29-04-67 30 I love you more than words can say [Volt 146]
13-05-67
2 Tramp (with Carla Thomas)
[Stax 216]
03-06-67 16 Shake
[Volt 149]
29-07-67 19 Glory of love
[Volt 152]
02-09-67
8 Knock on wood (w/ Carla Thomas) [Stax 228]
03-02-68
1 (Sittin' on) The dock of the bay
[Volt 157]
02-03-68 21 Lovey dovey
[Stax 244]
04-05-68 10 Happy song (dum dum)
[Volt 163]
13-07-68 15 Amen
[Atco 6592]
13-07-68 38 Hard to handle
[Atco 6592]
05-10-68
6 I've got dreams to remember
[Atco 6612]
07-12-68 10 Papa's got a brand new bag
[Atco 6636]
15-03-69 20 A lover's question
[Atco 6654]
31-05-69 17 Love man
[Atco 6677]
16-08-69 30 Free me
[Atco 6700]

BUNNY NEWS
You're never far from Bunny Sigler. Featured artist
in the latest edition on Manifesto, a glossy soul
mag that's geared more to Northern Soul. An
interesting article, plus a marvellous coloured front
cover photo. So when you're wandering around
the big city book and record shops, Bunny could
be looking down on you, he was me.

SOUL DATE
You've all read in the kitchen how wonderful past
live performances have been by Jean Carne and
golden tonsils Nathan Heathman. Now this is
YOUR chance to witness soul perfection at the
Jazz Café, Thursday 23 January. Be there and be
lifted straight through them Rock’n’Roll clouds, to
soul heaven.

FEED BACK
Thanks to Dickie ‘Blues Boy’ Tapp who's
submitted some additions and corrections to the
Sam Baker discography. Along with other bits I've
stumbled on, I shall publish an up-date
incorporating these latest findings soon. Also
information is required on Willie Hobbs for a future
article. To the uninitiated, Mr Hobbs is just one of
the greatest deep soul artist ever to have
recorded. So if you have any info in your back
pocket, It would be very much appreciated. Soul
Barry, Soulsville Dave, I'm sure you two have
some goodies stored away in your drawers
somewhere? Let's make this project complete.

Billboard did not publish an R&B chart between
23/11/1963 and 30/01/1965 so we can only guess
how high these substantial sellers would have
gone.

COOKING IN THE KITCHEN
VINYL MELT
Warps can easily be flattened. Get at least two
pieces of new, clean, flat glass, 12x12 inches and
put them on a piece of cardboard into your oven
and heat to approximately 200 degrees f. Then
TURN OFF THE OVEN and put your warped
record between the glass. Remove after 20-30
minutes and put in a cool place with 4-5 pounds of
weight on top until COMPLETELY cool. Then play
and enjoy. Next month washing your vinyl.

25-11-65
07-04-66
14-07-66
25-08-66
24-11-66
26-01-67
23-03-67
04-05-67
15-06-67
19-07-67
11-10-67

11
33
37
29
23
46
43
48
28
18
35

14-02-68
21-02-68
29-05-68
31-07-68
09-07-69

36
3
24
15
43

My girl
[Atlantic 4050]
Satisfaction
[Atlantic 4080]
My lover's prayer
[Atlantic 584019]
I can't turn you loose
[Atlantic 584030]
Fa fa fa fa fa (sad song)
[Atlantic 584049]
Try a little tenderness
[Atlantic 584070]
Day tripper
[Stax 601005]
Let me come on home
[Stax 601007]
Shake
[Stax 601011]
Tramp (with Carla Thomas)
[Stax 601012]
Knock on wood (w/ Carla Thomas)
[Stax
601021]
My girl (re issue)
[Atlantic 584092]
(Sittin' on) The dock of the bay [Stax 601031]
Happy song
[Stax 601040]
Hard to handle
[Atlantic 584199]
Love man
[Atco 226001]

Otis now has a seven-foot high bronze statue on
the banks of the Ocmulgee River. Gateway Park,
Macon, Georgia.
Rare Otis. UK Sue EP 710 Early Otis Redding
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The STYLUS Label

USA Stax LP

STAY IN SCHOOL.
A gathering of Stax artists who
each contribute one song and
an announcement about not
dropping out from school, and
the value of a good education.
Otis weighs in with the
'Hucklebuck' and the Vice
President
of
Washington,
Hubert Humphrey, weighs in
with "As you listen to what the
talented Stax/Volt artists sing
and say, make up your mind to complete your
education. Remember, THOSE WHO LEARN
MORE, EARN MORE. My young friends, that's
where the action is”.
Katie Webster was with Otis for four years as
keyboard player and backing vocalist.

To obtain CDRs such as ‘Stevie’s Groove’, ‘The
Moontrekkers Collection’, ‘Monster Instros’ and
‘USA RnR 45s’ give Trev a ring on 020 8551 3346
(evenings) or drop him a line.

Mystery! 'We're Gonna Miss You, Otis' by A
Friend, Hollywood 1123. Who is this friend?
Alshire USA 1960 Recording 'She's Alright' was
strangely released twice in the UK within a few
months of each other in 1968/1969. Pye 25463
and Evolution 2442.
Charlie
Whitehead
recorded
under
the
pseudonym of Mr Pitiful. Under his own name he
released 'The Story Of Mr Pitiful' US Dynamo 132



TEN TASTY OTIS COVERS
Ernie Johnson

Dreams
to
Rowan/Paula.

Some of you may have caught me on this TV
th
program last nite (Dec 19 ), swaying to The
Avengers. (Also you may have seen Frank Walker
who was at the Weekender with me).

Al Hudson & the Soul Partners
I’ve been loving
you too long... US Atco
Laura Lee
That’s how strong my love is... US
Hot Wax
Mickey Murray
Shout bamalama..... UK Stateside
Willie Johnson
I'm depending on you... US Jam
Etta James
Security... US Chess
Donnie Elbert
Good to me... UK Mojo
Jimmy Smith
Respect...US Verve
Chamber Brothers I can't turn you loose... UK Direction
Dells
On the dock of the bay... US Cadet

It was a rather strange program with no
commentary, focusing on two or three people who
attended the Ritchie Gee's Pakefield Weekender,
including interviews with Ritchie. The program
was very selective, only showing clips of The
Avengers and The Comets but no clips of Linda
Gail Lewis or any of the other acts. Gave the
impression that everyone who attends these
Weekenders lives in a 1950s Time Warp 24 hours
a day, 365 days a year!

on

I am FURIOUS that my short appearance on TV
clashed with Jamie Mitchell being run over by
Martin Fowler on EastEnders! That must have
robbed me of millions of potential viewers and
now I'll have to watch that EastEnders episode on
the Sunday omnibus. My agent is arranging that
my future TV appearances don't clash with such
soap highlights or major news flashes. I mean
how can I compete with EastEnders' glamour star
Jack Ryder!

SOULBOY
playboy with a whole lotta soul









(from a very disgruntled contributor)

This is one killer deep soul track. Nasty Jody's
stole Ernie's baby. "You know what he did, he
moved across the river with my baby, cause Jody
knew I couldn't swim". "I wonder if I can get some
of my friends to call my baby" Even Al TNT gets
enlisted to help in the calling. Brilliant/Magic.

keep



Mr Very Angry Indeed

remember...US

Remember to
keeping on....





A Happy Mid-Winter Festival to everyone, of all
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Singing The Blues – Tommy Steele (Decca)
St Theresa Of The Roses – Malcolm
Vaughan (HMV)
6
Rip It Up – Little Richard (London)
7= True Love – Bing Crosby and Grace Kelly
(Capitol)
7= Cindy Oh Cindy – Eddie Fisher (HMV)
9
Hound Dog – Elvis Presley (HMV)
10 My Prayer – The Platters (Mercury)
11 A Woman In Love – Frankie Layne (Philips)
12 Love Me Tender – Elvis Presley (HMV)
13 Blue Moon – Elvis Presley (HMV)
14= Rock Around The Clock – Bill Haley
(Brunswick)
14= Rockin’ Through The Rye – Bill Haley
(Brunswick)
16 Sing With Shand – Jimmy Shand
(Parlophone)
17 Make It A Party – Winifred Attwell (Decca)
18 Blueberry Hill – Fats Domino (London)
19 Friendly Persuasion – Pat Boone (London)
20 A House With Love In It – Vera Lynn (Decca)

religions and none, and here's to plenty of
Rock’n’Roll, blues, country and other good roots
music in 2003.
Tony (Extremely Annoyed) Papard







4=
4=



SHAKY LEE’S JANUARY
JOURNAL
Happy New Year to all you cats and chicks out
there in TFTW land.
In general January is a quiet month for gigs, apart
from the annual Rockers Reunion which I
mentioned last year. However, thirty years ago
this month a trio by the name of The Quiet Three
played one of our Rock’n’Roll nights at the
‘Footballers’. I can’t remember anything about
them (probably in an alcoholic haze at the time),
but I think they may have been the band that had
the audacity to include ‘Ride A White Swan’ in
their first set. After enduring boos and threats
from the audience, they were told in no uncertain
terms to stick to authentic Rock’n’Roll for the
second set if they wished to avoid being lynched
by the local Teds.

THE LEGEND OF HANK WILLIAMS
It is now half a century since the lifeless body of
the Hillbilly Poet, Hank Williams, was hauled from
the back of his chauffeur driven powder blue
Cadillac convertible.
Born Hiram King Williams on 17th September
1923 into a poor family living in the community of
Mount Olive West, Alabama, Hank was raised by
his domineering mother Lilly who played organ in
church. His father, Lonnie, was part Choctaw
Indian, a small time farmer and log trimmer who
received a vicious beating whilst an enlistee
during World War 1 which led him to suffer from
brain damage.
Hank grew up singing
sacred
music
in
Alabama
Baptist
churches, and earned
the family a few dollars
shining
shoes
and
selling peanuts before
entering his teens. He
learnt the rudiments of
guitar playing from an
older
Negro
street
musician called Rufus
“Tee-Tot” Payne. By
the age of 14 he had
won his first talent
contest as a singer,
and went on to form his own band, The Drifting
Cowboys, who played in bars around
Montgomery, Alabama where the Williams’ were
now residing.

th

This year’s 20 Rockers Reunion Winter Party
stars the ebullient Robert Gordon, Jet Harris, The
Houserockers and The Riot Rockers. It takes
place at the Rivermead Leisure Complex in
th
Reading on Saturday 18 January (Tel 01689860980 for details).
Here’s how the Record Mirror top 20 looked fortyth
six years ago on 5 January 1957.
1
2
3

Singing The Blues – Guy Mitchell (Philips)
Just Walking In The Rain – Johnny Ray
(Philips)
Green Door – Frankie Vaughan (Philips)

After becoming something of a local celebrity
Hank married Audrey Mae Sheppard on 15th
December 1944. Audrey had some of the
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characteristics of his mother, being a feisty, strong
willed woman, and on moving to Nashville it was
she who led Hank to the Acuff-Rose offices where
Fred Rose gave Hank his first song writing
contract. His first recording session came on 11th
December 1946 when he cut four tracks for the
Sterling label which yielded his first two singles,
‘Calling You’ and ‘When God Comes And Gather
His Jewels’. The following year, after another
Sterling session, Hank was persuaded to sign to
the larger MGM organisation and his first release
for them – ‘Move It On Over’ – became a number
4 US country hit.

married Billie Jean Jones, who was soon to
become his widow (ironically she was to be
widowed for a second time after later marrying
Honky Tonk Man Johnny Horton).
HANK’S LAST RIDE
Hank Williams was booked to appear with
Hawkshaw Hawkins and Homer And Jethro in
Canton, Ohio on 1st January 1953. His flight
cancelled due to adverse weather conditions, 18
year old Charles Carr was hired to drive all the
way from Montgomery on New Years Eve.
Clutching a bottle of whiskey, Hank fell into a deep
slumber in the back of the limo, and the anxious
Carr pulled into the Andrew Johnson hotel in
Knoxville where a Dr P H Cardwell was
summoned to inject Hank with morphine and
vitamin B12. Carr ate dinner and then had two
porters carry the semiconscious Hank back to the
car.

On 7th August 1948 came Hank’s first
appearance on the Louisiana Hayride singing his
hit record, which led to further appearances on the
popular radio show and its concert tours. Although
Fred Rose opposed the idea, Hank revived
‘Lovesick Blues’, which had originally been
recorded by Emmett Miller in 1925, and the song
spent sixteen weeks at the top of
the US country charts. Despite a
growing reputation for his hard
drinking ways the Grand Ole Opry
could ignore Hank no longer, and
he made his debut on the most
prestigious show on American
radio on 11th June 1949. A couple
of weeks later Audrey gave birth to
their only child, Randall Hank
Williams Jnr in Shreveport,
Louisiana.

Stopped for reckless driving by Swann Kitts of the
Tennessee Highway Patrol, Carr managed to
convince the officer that Hank was asleep in a
drunken stupor as normal, although he was
almost certainly dying if not even already dead by
this time. A brief stop at a burger bar in Bristol on
the Virginia border, and then the drive continued
to a roadside café outside Oak Hill, West Virginia.
By now it had dawned on the alarmed teenage
driver that his comatose charge had expired.
Directed to Pinecrest hospital Carr pulled into a
gas station, and then onto the hospital where
Hank was pronounced dead on arrival in the early
hours of New Years Day. The official cause of
death was given as heart failure.

Subsequent releases could not match the
success of ‘Lovesick Blues’, but the self-penned
‘Wedding Bells’ and one of his most poignant
songs, ‘I’m So Lonesome I Could Cry’, both
peaked at No.2. The hits continued to flow from
Hank’s pen with three number ones in 1950 –
‘Long Gone Lonesome Blues’, ‘Why Don’t You
Love Me’, and ‘Moanin’ The Blues’. In 1951 ‘Cold
Cold Heart’ and ‘Hey Good Lookin’ topped the
charts, and the pairing of ‘Howlin’ At The Moon’
and ‘I Can’t Help It (If I’m Still In Love With You)’
reached number two.
Hank’s drinking binges, and his taste for morphine
to alleviate excruciating back pain, increased, as
did his unreliability to make show dates. This in
turn led to divorce from Audrey and his being fired
by the Opry during 1952. His chart success
remained unaffected however with ‘Jambalaya
(On The Bayou)’ reaching the pinnacle, and
‘Honky-Tonk Blues’, ‘Half As Much’, and another
great double sider ‘Settin’ The Woods On Fire/You
Win Again’ all attaining the number two spot.

The funeral in Montgomery a few days later
attracted twenty thousand mourners, including
fellow country stars Roy Acuff, June Carter, Red
Foley, Bill Monroe, Webb Pierce, Ray Price, and
Carl Smith. Hank was laid to rest in the town’s
Oakwood Annex Cemetery. The Cadillac and the
suit in which Hank died are on display at the Hank
Williams museum on Commerce Street in
Montgomery
Three consecutive posthumous number one hits
followed; the prophetically titled ‘I’ll Never Get Out
Of This World Alive/I Could Never Be Ashamed Of
You’, ‘Your Cheatin’ Heart/Kaw-Liga’ and ‘Take
These Chains From My Heart/Ramblin’ Man’.
Throughout the years the rich musical legacy
Hank Williams left behind has been of immense

A parallel recording career under the pseudonym
Luke The Drifter produced a series of moralistic
monologues including ‘Please Make Up Your
Mind’ and ‘Help Me Understand’, but with a limited
appeal proved to be commercially unsuccessful. A
few months after his divorce became final, Hank
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influence not only on country music, but other
styles as well including Rock’n’Roll. A few
examples which spring to mind include Sonny
Burgess’ frantic take on ‘My Bucket’s Got A Hole
In It’ (actually written by the unrelated Curley
Williams, as was ‘Half As Much’, but popularised
by Hank), George Thorogood and The Destroyers’
menacing version of ‘Move It On Over’, and
Matchbox who launched their career with ‘Settin’
The Woods On Fire’. Indeed Hank was inducted
into the Now Dig This Rock‘n’Roll Hall of Fame in
2000.

BUGGER RED'S TV
REVIEWS
Following my short review of the Ultimate Chart, I
thought I'd do a few more. Jools Holland's
'Hootenanny' saw in 2003. I was over at my
neighbours' flat having a New Year drink, so I
recorded it and watched it next day. As I saw in
2003 twice I guess that makes me a year older
than the rest of you! Incidentally, these neighbours
are so thoughtful. Knowing I'm a great Rock’n’Roll
and Jerry Lee fan they bought me the greatest hits
of Jerry Lee Lewis and Little Richard double CD
for Christmas. I mean, would you buy a Shirley
Bassey fan her greatest hits album? Well, they
say it's the thought that counts. Anyone want yet
more duplicates of Great Balls of Fire, Good Golly
Miss Molly, etc. - just drop me a line?

More than a dozen artists have recorded albums
of his songs including George Jones, Jack Scott,
Ronnie Hawkins, and our own Dave Travis. Whilst
Jerry Lee Lewis didn’t actually go so far he
certainly cut enough Hank Williams tracks to have
released one. (I’m sure good buddies Tony
“Happy Pappy” Papard and The Funkster could
have hours of fun compiling such an item).

Woodsy had already reported to me what a great
show 'Hootenanny' was before I watched the
recording. (Keith was on nights, so as well as
producing TFTW they also seem to find time to
watch TV in that signalbox. I'm definitely in the
wrong job!) Well, you were right Keith, a fantastic
way to see in the New Year, apart from a few dud
acts.

In September 1988 Hank Jnr overdubbed his
fathers rough demo recording of ‘There’s A Tear
In My Beer’ and, with the wizardry of modern
technology, the track was issued as a duet,
accompanied by an even more impressive video.
A couple of years ago Mercury released a 10 CD
Box Set – The Complete Hank Williams –
containing 235 tracks including 53 previously
unreleased cuts. A remarkable body of work,
especially at that time, for an artist whose
recording career lasted just six short years.

Ms Dynamite? If anybody was expecting Brenda
Lee (Little Miss Dynamite) they were sorely
disappointed! How dare this young upstart
contravene Brenda's copyright and the Trades
Description Act by adopting this name - I suggest
she change it to Ms Damp Squibb immediately!
Then there was a group called Mush or Pulp or
something, with a weedy anaemic looking singer
who thankfully is going to France soon. Let's hope
he stays there and takes his band with him. Still I
suppose Jools sticks in a few of these modern
acts to draw in a younger audience and educate
them as to what real music is all about.

Hundreds of tribute records have been released.
Amongst my personal favourites are Johnny
Cash’s energetic ‘The Night Hank Williams Came
To Town’, Tim Hardin’s grieving ‘Tribute To Hank
Williams’, The Blue Chieftain’s uplifting ‘I Think
Hank Would Have Done It This Way’, The
Waterboys’ ‘Has Anybody Here Seen Hank’, and
Steve Young’s ‘Montgomery In The Rain’. Another
one, Jerry Jeff Walker’s ‘I Feel Like Hank Williams
Tonight’ concludes thus:

Even though there were no first generation
Rock’n’Roll or rhythm'n'blues stars present, the
second generation was well represented by the
likes of Solomon Burke, Tom Jones, Robert Plant
(ably assisted by The Extraordinaires), Jeff Beck,
Jimmy Cliff, Jools Holland and his Rhythm and
Blues Orchestra, and those two Cockney boys,
Chas and Dave. These performers all gave
tremendous performances, and I look forward to
seeing Solomon Burke 'live' once again at the
Festival Hall on January 31st if I can get (and
afford) a ticket. Jools is a great boogie pianist, and
even his compering has improved from the
embarrassing amateur who in the mid-1980s
interviewed Myra Gale Brown and got all tonguetied, saying the not-yet-made film Great Balls of
Fire would be made into the book she had written
well before the movie. Confused, so was Myra!

‘Cos when I’m real high I play Rock’n’Roll
I play country when I’m losing control
I don’t play Chuck Berry quite as much as I’d like
Now I feel like Hank Williams tonight.

*

*

*

*

*

*

Just announced for the 15th Burnley National
Blues Festival are American artistes Eddie
Clearwater, Willie Kent, Bonnie Lee, Bobby
Parker, and Eric Sardinas. The action takes place
at Burnley Mechanics over Easter – 18th to 20th
April (tel: 01282-664400 for info).
If the good Lord’s willing and the creek don’t rise
I’ll see y’all again next month.
Rootie Tootie Wilkinson









Before Christmas you may have caught
Metroland's 'Rock Till You Drop' edition about
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Ritchie Gee's 'Wildest Cats In Town' Weekender
at Pontins Pakefield holiday camp, near
Lowestoft, Suffolk. It followed a couple of
Rock’n’Roll fanatics from the Ace Cafe to
Pakefield, with no commentary and showing very
little of the actual acts who appeared - just short
clips of The Avengers and The Comets. You may
have caught a glimpse of yours truly and Frank
Walker, but meanwhile on the other side cute little
Jamie Mitchell (Jack Ryder) was being mown
down by banned teenage driver Martin Fowler, so
I guess the audience for Metroland was quite
small that night.

I must admit that prior to the play I had very little
knowledge of who Gilbert Harding was, but an
hour on the net soon showed me that it should be
a very interesting evening.
Gilbert Harding took 1950’s Britain by storm, he
was the nation’s biggest T.V. star, a larger than
life figure who seemed to revel in his ”Britain’s
Rudest Man” status; indeed Madam Tussaud’s
merely had his waxwork labelled “The most
famous man in Britain”. When he died in
December 1960 his name had been known for 12
years, his face just nine; a short time to have
made such a big impact.

Incidentally, I am an EastEnders and Coronation
Street addict (how sad is that?) (Extremely sad –
H) so of course watched the omnibus edition. In
order to insure high ratings EastEnders can
always be depended upon to put a damper on
anyone's Christmas, with a depressed Arthur
Fowler in prison wearing a paper hat to make him
appear more festive in a previous year's Xmas
episode. This year they went right over the top
with Ian Beale throwing his wife out of their house
on Christmas Day for getting pregnant by another
man, and poor little Jamie dying and then his
girlfriend Sonia searching for his twinkling new
star in Heaven! They really should get Dolly
Parton to record an old fashioned Country song to
replace the EastEnders theme music, but
although a bit over-the-top for Christmas, I have to
say the program is very well acted. The scenes
between Sonia and Jamie in the hospital brought
back very poignant memories of the last days of
my own partner; it is just that the timing could
have been better. Christmas is depressing
enough without all that!

Harding was also homosexual and 1950’s Britain
was a brutal, heartless place to be gay, especially
if you were its biggest celebrity. As his scandalous
private life becomes even spicier, the police, the
newspapers, and the prejudices of a repressed
1950’s society forced Gilbert to make a daring and
professionally suicidal stand for openness and
honesty. Gilbert is ready to take on the world, but
is the world ready for Gilbert Harding?
Rude, riveting and revealing, this outrageously
funny play explores the private man behind the
very public image. The play centres on Harding’s
relationship with his personal assistant Robert
Midgely and Robert’s boyfriend Eric. Without
labouring the point the play points out to the
audience the harsh treatment by the law towards
homosexual men at that time.
With a lot of bad language and a central theme of
male homosexuality “Goodbye Gilbert Harding” is
probably not for the faint hearted, but it does serve
as a reminder as to how far Great Britain’s attitude
has changed over the last fifty years and as a
warning that we must never be allowed to go
back…

Well now it's all over and we are rocking into
2003. Let's hope Bush, Blair, Bin Laden, Saddam,
Sharon and Kim Jong-Il of North Korea don't
unleash Armageddon, and we are allowed to
enjoy some good music in the New Year. But
EastEnders won't be the same without Jack
Ryder. Thank goodness for Dot Cotton (June
Brown) who adds a little camp and humour
(incidentally, she completely took over Graham
Norton's show recently. I think June should be
given her own late night chat show.) Good rockin'
(and viewin') in 2003!
‘Bugger Red’ Papard







Edward Woodward was excellent as Harding,
giving the assured performance you would expect
from an actor of his undoubted quality, and a
strong supporting cast, most notably Jonathon
Cullen as Robert and Joshua Henderson as Eric,
made it a flowing play that was a pleasure to
watch.



Goodbye Gilbert Harding
Woodward as Harding

By Leonard Preston
st

Theatre Royal, Brighton, 1 November 2002
Show Review by Paul Freeman
My first duty is to apologise to Keith for the
amount of time he has been waiting for this; in the
words of the great Jeffery Bernard “I have been
unwell”.

And the real thing
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ESTELLE MORRIS'S REVISED EXAMINATION
PAPER FOR UNDERGRADED STUDENTS,
AUTUMN 2002, ANSWER SHEET BY PROF DE
BLANCO.

Letters to the Editor
Through the mists of time
Dear Editor,
Many thanks for TFTW and most interesting
letter. I must say I am quite amazed that after all
these years there are still people around that are
interested in the music. I did suspect that there
was a following judging by the number of CDs
available in HMV.

1.
2.

also said there are Three Steps To Heaven)

3.

6.
7.

Lamb’s off today but we've got crippled leg of lynx
- Wild Cat, Gene Vincent
A knight of the realm started out as a furniture
shifter and carpenter - Move It, Cliff Richard
Spiced chicle may lose its potency in the boudoir Does Your Chewing Gum Lose Its Flavour On The
Bedpost Overnight, Lonnie Donegan

8.
9.

Policemen on the beat in the early '60s found
short shrift from Rock’n’Roll fans - Bobbies
Does your father's valise make you feel any
better? - Papa’s Got A Brand New Bag, I Feel Good (I
Got You), James Brown

10. The bowels! The bowels! More 'no can do' than
Notre Dame but Paris still saw the end of the
matter - Constipation Blues, Screamin’ Jay Hawkins
(who died in a suburb of Paris)

11. Holmes, I must confess I am an outlawed
abductor of loose women with my electric
instrument - Gangster Of Love, Johnny Guitar Watson
12. If your diamond ring don't shine, does the shadow
know? (Only one acceptable answer here,
requiring an Olympic leap of lateral thinking) Private Eye

13. If you ain't got no diamond or real fine thing, there
might still be a rush to your riddle - Good Lover,
Jimmy Reed

14. Into the lifeboats for Clyde, Benjamin, Rudy,
Johnny and many other shipmates - The Drifters
15. Sinking sedately, have you had your fun? - Going
Down Slow, Howlin’ Wolf (or for real smarty pants, St
Louis Jimmy)



I did, as you say, have a few less well known
Rock a Billy records. Unfortunately most of them
became fairly easy to get but the vocal group &
black Rock'n'Roll records I sold to finance the
Rock a Billy were not. No matter, it's all on CD
now anyway.
All the best
Alan Hardcastle







Waxo Wilko’s Tit Bits
'Are You Lonesome Tonight' - Alternative
Lyrics
You have to sing this aloud, to the tune of
"Are You Lonesome Tonight."

Flawed Website
Dear Editor,
Am I alone in thinking that there is a flaw in the
otherwise wonderful TFTW website? It is, of
course, the lack of photographs of our esteemed
editor. Keith's handsome, some might even say
craggy, good looks, and his dashing range of
headgear, are featured in fewer than 300 of the
301 photos on the site. On the other hand there
are far too MANY photographs of the odious Dr
Dale. A better balance between beauty and the
beast is clearly needed.
Nick C. December 24, 2002



The vestibule in the context of popular US
recorded entertainment - No Particular Place To Go,
Chuck Berry

5.

I often wondered what happened to these people
and was surprised one evening a couple of years
ago when in the course of the conversation Tony
said he knew Cliff. I met Tony in the early eighties
through a mutual railway interest and we tend to
talk more about that and football rather than
music as our interests are a little different. I
remember Ron from Tottenham although I don't
think I ever knew his surname. He used to drive a
green mini as I recall. Others I knew from that part
of the world were Roy Simmons, a few of us used
to go to his house in Edmonton every Tuesday
fortnight, Ken Major of course, John Abbey and
the aforementioned Greek Andy.



Mr Phillips, how can the devil save souls? - Jerry
Lee Lewis (studio chat from Great Balls Of Fire)

4.

During the seventies I lost track of most of the
people I had known in the sixties. I remember Ken
Major quite well, I met him at the Scene club in
Ham Yard where on Monday nights Guy Stevens
played Rock'n'Roll records. Some of the others
who used to go there were Cliff White, who we
spoke about the other week, Jim Cullinan who
was a Gary U.S. Bonds fan, Bill Millar, he and I
shared a liking for waily vocal groups, Dave
Hastings who I don't remember too much about
and a Greek guy called Andy. He had a penchant
for Jerry Lee Lewis and a brothel in St. Annes'
Court.



Edward, be quick to meet the flat top cats and
dungaree dolls - Ready Teddy, Little Richard
Edward’s girlfriend lives in an apartment 17 floors
above the gods - 20 Flight Rock, Eddie Cochran (who

Are you lonesome tonight, does your tummy feel
tight? Did you bring your Mylanta and Tums?
Does your memory stray, to that bright sunny
day... When you had all your teeth and your
gums?
Is your hairline receding, are your eyes growing
dim? Hysterectomy for her, and its prostate for
him
Does your back give you pain... do your knees
predict rain?



Tell me dear, are you lonesome tonight?
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Is your blood pressure up, your cholesterol down?
Are you eating your low-fat cuisine?
All that oat bran and fruit, Metamucil to boot,
keeps you like a well-oiled machine.
If it's football, or baseball... he sure knows the
score.
Yes, he knows where it's at...but forgets what it's
for.
So, your gall bladder's gone, and his gout lingers
on.



Tell me dear, are you lonesome tonight?



When you're hungry, he's not. When you're cold,
then he's hot.
Then you start that old thermostat war.
When you turn out the light, he goes left, you go
right.
Then you get his great symphonic snore.
He was once so romantic, and witty and smart.
How'd he turn out to be such a cranky old fart?
So don't take any bets, this is as good as it gets.



Tell me dear, are you lonesome tonight.























An intellectual Waxo Tit Bit follows, I will leave it
to Woody as editor to explain to Brain and
Bunter):



If you're not familiar with the work of Steven
Wright, he's the guy who once said: "I woke up
one morning and all of my stuff had been stolen...
and replaced by exact duplicates." Here are some
more of his gems:



















I'd kill for a Nobel Peace Prize.
Borrow money from pessimists - they
don't expect it back.
Half the people you know are below
average.
99% of lawyers give the rest a bad name.
42.7% of all statistics are made up on the
spot.
A conscience is what hurts when all your
other parts feel so good.
A clear conscience is usually the sign of a
bad memory.
If you want the rainbow, you gotta put up
with the rain.
All those who believe in psychokinesis,
raise my hand.
The early bird may get the worm, but the
second mouse gets the cheese. (Think
about it some more.)
I almost had a psychic girlfriend but she
left me before we met.
OK, so what's the speed of dark?
How do you tell when you're out of
invisible ink?
If everything seems to be going well, you
have obviously overlooked something.

Depression is merely anger without
enthusiasm.
When everything is coming your way,
you're in the wrong lane.
Ambition is a poor excuse for not having
enough sense to be lazy.
Hard work pays off in the future, laziness
pays off now.
I intend to live forever - so far, so good
If Barbie is so popular, why do you have
to buy her friends?
Eagles may soar, but weasels don't get
sucked into jet engines.
What happens if you get scared half to
death twice?
My mechanic told me, "I couldn't repair
your brakes, so I made your horn louder."
Why do psychics have to ask you for your
name?
If at first you don't succeed, destroy all
evidence that you tried.
A conclusion is the place where you got
tired of thinking.
Experience is something you don't get
until just after you need it.
The hardness of the butter is proportional
to the softness of the bread.
To steal ideas from one person is
plagiarism; to steal from many is
research.
The problem with the gene pool is that
there is no lifeguard.
The sooner you fall behind, the more time
you'll have to catch up.
The colder the X-ray table, the more of
your body is required to be on it.
Everyone has a photographic memory,
some just don't have film (Dr. Dale does
not even have a camera).









The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
First up, Gigs in and around
London.
Jazz Café Camden Town
th
12 January
Nine Below Zero
rd

23 January
Jean Carne
st

31 January
Ruby Turner
Borderline, Charing Cross Road
th
13 January
(alternative country)
Kevin Montgomery and the Road Trippers
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th

25 January
The Pirates

seven days a week so if you hear of it we want to
know about it.

Royal Festival Hall, South Bank
th
th
24 /25 January
Ray Davis
CANCELLED
Allegedly these gigs will be rescheduled
but at the same venue
st
31 January
The return of
Solomon Burke

Those of you who glance at
the TFTW website may have
noticed that it has not been
updated recently. This is due
to FatBellyPeat being laid low
with a pretty severe case of
Bell’s Palsy since early
November, the main feature
of which is the affect on his
eyesight. Peat cannot close
his right eye voluntarily and it’s causing him some
pain as well as preventing him focusing properly.
We wish him all the best and hope to see him
back in the fold soon.

With support
Jon Spencer Blues Explosion
For your diary
Coming up in the months ahead
Mean Fiddler, Charing Cross Road
th
16 February
Prince Buster

IRAQ Anti-war demos

Jazz Café
th
24 /25 February
Peter Green
th

Tony P has sent details of anti-war demos
worldwide. Unfortunately he only has some details
of UK ones planned:

The Barbican
th
26 February
Maceo Parker

January 18th/19th - Disrupt the Masters of War No War On Iraq!

The Queen Elizabeth Hall
th
28 February
The Whirling Dervishes Of Damascus

Jazz Café
rd
th
23 to 16 March
Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry

A weekend of protest and non-violent direct
action, including mass civil disobedience, at the
Northwood base in North London where military
planners will direct British participation in the
planned war against Iraq. Organized by 'voices in
the wilderness uk' and 'ARROW'. Further details
from Arrow website: 222.j-n-org or Arrow, c/o
voices, 5 Caledonian Rd, London N1 9DX. 0845
458 2564 voices@viwuk.freeserve.co.uk

Shepherds Bush Empire
th
27 March
Jimmy Cliff

CND is calling on all members, supporters and the
majority of people in Britain who oppose a war to
take part in the following actions if there is a war
on Iraq:

Shepherds Bush Empire
th
16 March
Jonathan Richmond

News Just In
Shepherds Bush Empire
th
17 March
Shane McGowan and the Popes

 At 6pm on the day that war is announced go
to your own town centre to protest
 On the following Saturday make your way to
Downing Street, London at 12 noon to show
your opposition to this war.
 CND also supports Tony Benn's call to take
an hour off work to 'Stop The City'. On the
day following an announcement of war,
organize an hour-long peaceful protest in
your town or city, school, university or place
of work.
In London non-violent sit-downs will start from the
south side of Trafalgar Square, gathering at:
- 7pm that evening if war starts before 4pm
- 7pm the next evening if war starts after 4pm
AND 11am on the first Saturday after war starts
*unless the first sit-down takes place on a Friday,
in which case 11am on the second Saturday after
war starts.

The Crystal Palace National Sports Centre
26th/27th May
Bruce Springsteen
beware – tickets are a hefty £47:50 and £40.00.

Folks, if you have any news
of up and coming gigs, social
functions or anything that you
think will be of interest to us
here at the editorial board,
leave a message with Clover
the fluffy pig on 020 8460
6941 between the hours of
10:00 to 22:00. Clover will be
manning (pigging) the phone
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CND will also be organizing a protest with the
Stop The War Coalition. February 15th - No War
On Iraq London action. Details from CND 020
7700 2393 or website: www.stopwar.org.uk

Acknowledgements
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CND is also organizing a Parliamentary Lobby
against a war on Iraq on January 21st at 2.30 pm.
If you can't attend they ask you to make your
feelings known by email or letter. Find your MP's
email address on the following website:
www.parliament.uk/commons/lib/alms.htm or write
her/him at House of Commons, London SW1A
0AA.

Page 3/The Buzz – Keith Woods
Grumble – Ken Major
Joe Strummer – Michael Sweeney
Good Riddance – Neil Foster

Further info from CND, 162 Holloway Rd, London
N7 8DQ. 020 7700 2393 or CND website:
www.cnduk.org

Jazz Junction – Dave Carroll
CD/Show Reviews – Brian Clark
Soul Kitchen – John Soulboy Joliffe

Gang Meet Up

Mr Very Angry – Tony Papard
th

The next gang meet up will be Friday 17
February, at the King and Queen, Foley
Street, from 18:30 hours onwards. Depart for
a meal at approx. 20:20.

January Journal – Lee Wilkinson
TV Reviews – Tony Papard
Gilbert Harding – Paul Freeman

We are returning to the November venue this
month. Turn right out of Goodge Street tube
station, walk just a few yards and turn right
into Goodge Street. Walk about 150 yards
before turning right into Cleveland Street
where you will soon find Foley Street on the
left. The King and Queen will be found on the
corner. Hope to see as many of you as
possible.

Mr Angry – John Howard
Waxo’s Tit Bits – Tony Wilkinson
Publicity Agent – Ken Major
Pix – Paul Harris
Additional Pix – Dave Thomas
Website – FatBellyPeat
Spelling – ‘H’









If you wish to subscribe or advertise in
the UK's fastest-growing in-house
magazine, write to;

‘Tales from the Woods’

Keith Woods






care of Keith Woods
25 Queen Anne Avenue
Bromley
Kent
BR2 0SA



Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
Remember – you’re only young twice
Keith Woods
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